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CHAPTER I
IKTRODUCTIOU
)4
IINTRODUCTION
Each individual brings to every situation a peculiar set
of attitudes, opinions, interests and objectives drawn from
his total, unique experience, A rose by any other nanie -lay
smell as sweetly but would not mean the same or have the same
value for individuals with as varied experience as a high
school bobby soxer, botanist, fi^^hter, and artist.
The oil necessary for the smooth functioning of all the
components of socity has been called public relations. In
this paper, public relations will denote that function "which
evaluates public attitude, identifies tne policies and
procedures of an individual or an organization wit! the public
interest and executes a plan of action to earn the public
1
interest, understanding and acceptance,"
To the layman in general and the business man in particular
the concept of public relations has been too nebulous to be
limited to exacting specification-it has meant too many differ-
ent things. Once the function ol public relations has been
defined, methods have to be determined by which the functions
could be best performed. Because the methods and techniques
used by public relations men could not be adequately exarained
and scientifically via the laboratory process, be tested so
l-"Your- Public Relations" --Glenn and Denny Griswald-Funk and
Wagnall 1948--Page 4

Indispensable to the sciences, the propositions and assumptions
promulgated by public relations men lacked that solid foiindation
of tested accuracy so necessary to convince the titans of the
business world governed by the laws of indisputable facts and
flgxires. Not being able to accurately predict the results
of his program, the public relations counsellor lacked
professional status such as that achieved by a doctor who
predicts the results of a medecine, a lawyer who predicts the
results of disregard for the law, or a chemist who predicts
what will happen when two elements come together. What is
lacking in the public relations approach is the use of a
Bcientific method or , at least, its sufficient use to yield
predictability with respect to various phenomena which must
be dealt with or various methods commonly employed.
A scientific method Involves the collecting and recording
of accurate and unbiased obcorvation in sufficient number to
provide reliable answers to theoretical and practical questions*
Conclusions are based on all available facts, these facts being
viewed as objectively as possible, The conclusions are then
tested by repeating the same phenomena under similar conditions
The observer is now ready to predict how the phenomenon will
react in similar conditions in the future. This ability to
predict is the sign of science. Therefore, to raise public
relations to the status of a science we must embellish it with
the property of prediction. The scientific public relations
coiinsellor can no longer make forecasts based on his own
intuition, his own experience, or his client's bank account-he

cannot base them on flimsy evidence. The use of a scientific
method makes his techniques more accurate. Forecasting is an
institutional problem not merely one for public relations.
The lag of development of forecasting is a problem of society
as a whole. It is felt with particular force by men who serve
as steersmen or navigators for groups and institutions
-
especially public relations men whose particular area involves
dealing with changing currents and tides of public opinion and
social forces underlying or arising out of these.
Every public relations program is planned for the future.
This necessarily involves forcasting not only the results of
public relations methods but also of circumstances that will
be current when the program takes place, whether of local,
national or international level, which will make obsolete any
program which is not adequately planned in terms of these
changes. We must avoid the pitfalls of the assumption that
society is a static organism. A carefully planned public
relations probram extending over a three year period which is
not geared to fit a dynamic society with constantly changing
conditions will fail-or may succeed-but either is the result
of chance. But, then, we said a planned program. All planning
involves forecasting either consciously or by unconscious
assumption. Likewise, any problem met in business postulates
an element of forecasting. A production schedule is based on
some calculation of future demand. Life itself would be chaotic
if we were surprised and overwhelmed by every event. Fortunate-

ly wo have discovered that although the future is difficult
to prophesy, it becomes much less awesome and mysterious if we
are aware of the phenomena v/hich tend to repeat themselves
under similar circumstances. The movements have been called
rhytrims. A knowledge of sociocultural rhytlims may serve as a
factor in prediction. This may seem to take us far afield
of public relations but it is nonetheless essential if public
relations is to develop the abilities often claimed for it and,
indeed, inherent in its predictive function.
The purpose of this paper will be to examine the nature
of sociocultural rhytiims as they may serve as a basis for
prediction* In the event that such a study reveals the exist-
ence of rhythmical phenomena but an insufficient present
knowledge of their durations, directions and behaviors in
relation to the ultimate trend lines of history, forecasting
will still be served in terms of the caution with which
assumptions must be made* To define an area of human ignorance
which needs to be and can be explored with potentially fruitful
results may serve a purpose in modifying human tendencies to
assume that all the significant knowledge is already at hand.
If rhythms are to be used as a basis for prediction, they
must be proven reliable, Wliattest should we apply to "cycles"
to determine the existence of periodicity and a distinct
tendency to repeat? Many competent observers have examined
the same "cycles" to determine the existence of periodicity
and a distinct tendency to repeat? Uaiij competent observers
have examined the same "cycles" and have, nevertheless, reached
r
Iopposite conclasions as to whether or not they are true "cycles"
The question seems to boil do\yn to this: how often must a
phenomenon repeat itself to be called a "cycle"; and how much
of a distortion can be allowed?
Some authors, including Dewey and Dakin, feel that if
trends appear and continue for decades, or if the swing of the
rhythm around the trend has repeated itself so many times and
so regularly that the rhythm cannot reasonably be the result
of chance, it is unwise to ignore tha probability that these
behaviors will continue.
Repetition is the essential factor in determining the
validity of a rhythm. Repetition is also the basis for
generalizations which are essential to science. The number of
repetitions and the interpretations of their distortions seem
to be the bones of contention in determining the reliability
of "Cycles".
In the course of our study we have found logical arguments
for and against the existence of true rhythms. Because of the
unavailability of factual data going back a sufficient number
of years to produce an adequate number of repetitions to
validate the periodicities in rhytiims we must uccept the theory
that anythlfig repeated often enough, within the restrictions
of available data, to eliminate tho element of chanco is of
sufficient importance to merit investi^;;ation.
The Improved technique of social recoarch employed by well
trained and competent investigators and the availability of
1
1
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more complete and reli^^ie facts and figures of history are
responsible for the effort to cast more light on tne rhythmic
pattern. Better methods have enabled careful craftsmen to
prove that what were once thought to be stages In a universal
stream of sociocultural development are only instances of
similar cycles of change occuring in separate cultural areas.
Until recently, the majority of sociologists, economists,
and philosophers of history have been busy formulating laws
of historical evolution and in uiscovering historical tendencies
and trends. They assembled materials from everywhere and
pieced them together to make consistent, logical pictures
Indicating a line of development. In their theories, the
social process has been depicted as something drifting toward
a definite goal. This has been called the linear conception
of social and historical change. Today, social thought seems
to be paying more attention to repetitions, rhythms and "cycles"
in social and nistorical processes. The acceptance of a goal-
less, creative evolution (such as Bergson*s conception) in
modern philosophy,? the substitution of the term "social change"
for that of social^ evolution in sociology; a more attentive
study of "business cycles" and fluctuations -all these are but
a few symptoms which point to a turn in contemporary social
thought toward a closer examination of the rhythms.
The very organization of a group or the integration of a
cultural system implied the existence of a succession of
coordinated stages in the interrelated activities and processes.
^fei«=under3tood, the^ exia^enee^-oX-^arleua rhythms , gQiiet^imea
6
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7several running simultaneously in various processes of the
group or system becomes certain, as we shall show, and will
be more numerous than is usually thought.
A. knowledge of rhytiims would have a superior predictive
value over other theories. If the periodic rhythms exist
and can be determined and accepted as valid, then the forecasts
are written by the data themselves, reflecting a known stage
in a process destined to follow a predictable pattern, and
are not based on the ppinions of man. Such knowledge of the
pattern of the rhythms affecting a society at a particular
period and their relationship will eliminate much of the guess-
work and lower the element of chance in planning.
It is necessary to distinguish between the art of des-
cribing relationships that have held good in the past and
the art of forecasting. Forecasting, as often practiced, is
nothing more than an asuuraption that trends observable in the
past relationships and relationships based on past experience
will hold in the immediate future. The real art of forecasting
i
however, involves an accurate appraisal of whether new factors
may or may not appear to alter observable trends and past
relationships. It would seem, therefore, that a wise assump-
tion would be to base a prediction on all relevant rhythms
seasoned by an appraisal of whether new factors may or may
not alter these trends.

CHAPTER II
METHOD USED
f
IvIETHOD USED lU THIS STUDY
In the preliminary stage of this study, facts were
gathered on population growth figures; birth rate, death rate;
business statistics, stocks, per capita income, business indez«
prosperity, depression, production figures; sociooultural
processes: technological and scientific discoveries, suicide
rates, union memberships, fluctuations of strikes; political:
domination of parties, elections, percentages of parties*
memberships in Congress*
These statistics were plotted on three graphs.
1) The first graph was plotted in terms of raw
figures. The vertical column indicated index
numbers adapted to the flexibility demanded by
the figures. The horizontal axis in terms of
years from 1790-1950.
2) A second graph was adopted in order that per-
centage rate figures would not be confused with
raw figure plottings in later analysis. As in
graph #1, the vertical axis indicated index
numbers and the horizontal was in terms of the
same time limitations.
3) The third graph indicated long time trends as is
indicated by the horizontal axis running in time
from 400 A. D. to 1940.
Attached to the graphic representations is a key index
sheet explaining each plotting in terms of what each represents
the source of each set of figures and the key to the vertical
axis
.
We were faced with many problems in this approach:
1) Where could we find authoritative sources for the
material to use?
I
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2) Whos« materials should w« us* in the event of
conflicting opinions of the authorities?
3) Should we check on the accuracy of the figures
used or admit them without a check?
These problems were resolved in the following manner:
1) Wi consulted various professors at Boston
University for their recommendations of
authoritative sources. For the most part, we
gathered material by browsing through the library
stacks
•
2) The Question of who is an authority has always
perplexed research students » Most would agree
that some authorities are indisputable (such as
government agencies, although some organizations
question even their figures and methods). Past
this stage we were forced to rely on authorities
who are accepted by others as authorities or those
who are recognized as such because their findings
are of sufficient importance to merit intellectual
criticism,
3) It was decided to accept materials from generally
recognized authoritative sources without making
a close check of veracity. This decision was made
for the following reasons:
a) The time and work involved in checking the
facts would be prohibitive , Such a
study would require years and could reach
such ridiculous proportions. And even if
such were attempted the result would
probably not be significant enough to
justify the expenditure of such energy,
b) The possibility for checking is limited by
the amount of facts and historical data
available , How far back should we check
in order to satisfy our thirst for accuracy
Hot having been eye witnesses to any of
these phenonema covered by the reporters
we must of a necessity rely on the
observation of others. In the final
analysis, we must believe someone.
c) The writers must admit an incompetency in
exercising critical evaluation in the
variety of fields covered by this study.
In order to question an authority in a
r
•
r
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fi«ld it would be necessary for us to be
sufficiently well schooled in that field
We must therefore fely on the author-
ities not only for facts and figures,
but also for interpretation if they do
not overstep the bounds of logical
reasoning
,
Because of the lack of mueh historical data and the
inferior quality and questionability of those which are
available, one might be tempted to restrict himself to the
data of the present and immediate past. This could be
rationalized by the belief that it is easier to check the
present than the past, easier to view events "sub specie
alvl nostri"
. If historical data are used at all, an
ap^o^logetie shrug of the shoulder would avow the fact of an
inferior substitute.
We feel that no such apology is necessary. The
present is limited in coverage. In studying rhythms, we
cannot generalize without properly availing ourselves of
historical data, regardless whether they are as author-
itative or accurate as those of the present or immediate
past (as a matter of fact, many sources indispensible for
anything like adequate knowledge of the present will not be
available until later).
This study contains a general survey of existing and
reported thought in the field of sooiocultural rhythms. We
have not discovered any hitherto unrevealed rhythms or
"cycles". The reader who expects to discover what the stock
market will do next fall, or what party will control congresii
IxL 195X, or what employment figures will be several years

henc«,will ne«d to look elsewhere. We are merely reporting
what we have discovered to be among the findings of various
thinkers in the field of rhythms. We have ineladed some of
their prediotions for speoulation, jje'ttW reader beware.
The future is not as crystal clear as the Ford Motor Company
advertisement would have one believe,
Naturally, the proof of the accuracy of the longrange
predictions is necessarily delayed by time, and when it does
come is too late to be of any advantage. If a prophesy comes
true, it is claimed that it was based on guess work and chance.
A forecaster is required to have a percentage of accuracy
higher than that of current or past phenomena. Therefore,
we repeat, we are not prophets, neither are we the sons of
prophets. Here is what others have claimed after years of
study. Choose what you will. The test is yet to come.
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FEAMEWORK
Perhaps a f§w words Gonoarning the framework of this
thesis would now be in order,
W« shall start hy defining the terms to be used. The
word "cycle" for example-what does it mean as applied to
sociocultural phenomena? What does it mean literally? What
I is its connotation? Rhythm-what does it mean as applied to
sociocultural phenomena? We have demonstrated much time and
space to the sections on "time" and "space". In order to
study rhythms we must measure them in terms of time.
These fluctuations occur in time. But what specific
type of time? Is it mathematical, biological or sociocultural
time? What are the differences? Why is a consideration of
these differences necessary?
We face the same problem in studying space . Socio-
cultural phenomena occur in space-but what kind of space? Is
it the space of the mechanists? Is it psychological space or
is it sociocultural space? In other words, we must avoid the
trap of measuring sociocultural phenomena on the same standard!
and with the same tools of the physical sciences,
Uext, having defined time and space as they are to be
understood in this paper, we must clarify the meaning of
motion. What are the various forms of motion? How does
linear motion differ from cyclical and variably recurrent
direction in movement? Why is it important that we consider
1
1

these differences before exarr.ining actual phenomena?
These defined, we must determine some standards of time
uniformities. Do sociocultural phenomena change synchro-
nously in time? Do some classes of sociocultural phenomena
change non-synchronous ly while others are uniform-or do they
all change non-synchronous ly? In answering these questions,
we call upon the data reported by thinkers of all ages. We
have examined their tnoughts o/i time uniformities in rhythm
in cultural change and reported their findings without com-
ment •
Rhytiuns do not nocessarily imply periodicity; yet period-
ical rhytiims have fascinated thinkers of all ages. We have
tried to suromarize a fetf of their theses with an additional
listing in appendix C« A large amount of work done in the
field of periodicity has been done in the so called "business"
cycles", A short survey of their findings will be found in
appendix A,
We next look at the purported theories of periodicities.
First the bio-organismic theory wnich looks for cause in the
field of organic conditions; various mixed theories, which
are a combination of theories, and, finally, the sociologist io
theory of Sorokin,
Having defined the terms and traced the history of thought
we now turn to a closer study of one purported cause of rhythms,
namely the theory of immanent change, principle of limit*
What is tnis theory? What is the history of this theory?

IWho have held this theory? How does It explain soclocultural
rhythms ?
Next, we examine the tempo of change in terms of the
light of the above theory,
^ext, in chapter 6, we consider the difficulty of causation
Should we look for a cause? Do v/e have to know the why in
order to understand the when and how? Here we present the
findings we have encountered in tills field. We consider the
meta-erapirical theories of causation and list the leading
thinkers of each. We have devoted much space to the Hunting-
ton theory. First because of the position held by Huntington;
secondly, because of the interesting nature of his findings
and the findings of those whom he reports.
Finally, we present a conceptual system which attempts to
explain the presence of soclocultural rhythms. This is Pitrlm
A, Sorokln»s system. We present this not necessarily as ou.r
Interpretation but, rather, as an attempt to fix the position
of the soclocultural phenomena within the physical world,
Sorokln, correctly, in our opinon, emphasizes the Importance
of dividing phenomena into meanings, vehicles and agents;
and differentiates betv/een integrated systems and congeries.
Once understood, we are closer to the real crux of the problem-
namely, tne discovery of connected phenomena, their relation-
ships to each other, their position in relation to other systems
or congeries. We must avoi^ the danger of comparing bananas
and oranges
•
((
CHAPTER III
PEFIXIITIOSS
cc
Ii
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DEFINITIONS
Perhaps a major diffioulty in the complete understand-
ing of any scientific paper lies In the misinterpretation of
terms that have been not sufficiently defined so that both
the reader and author are dealing in tne same reference frame.
"Cycle", as a word coming from tne G-reek, rneaning
2
circle, "implies a coining around to the place of begining."
This term is used in a general sense by raost people, since by
literal definition it would require a phenomenon to return to
its original position and repeat itself indefinitely and ident-
ically in all its characteristics. This is obviously impossible
in a time-space world. Therefore, it seems to the authors that
the choice of the terra "cycle" is a poor one to describe
variably recurring patterns. We shall not burden the reader
with the misnomer "cycle". The term better qualified for this
paper is, in the opinion of the autiiors, "rhyttim".
Rhythm in musical composition is a recui-rent unit that
punctuates the musical processes into a series of distinct
cuts. Punctuating it, rhythms, through their sucessive link-
ing, bind these movements or cuts Into larger units that
determine and reflect, to a considerable degree, the character
of the music itself. Rhythm contains measure, say a unit of
accentuated and unaccentuated notes (ABC, ABC.....).
2-"Cycles, The Science of Prediction"—Edward Dewey and Edwin
Dak in (Holt and Co. 1947) Page 51

Therefore, "sociocultural rhythm is a real recurrent
unit of the process, consisting of two or more different
moments or phases. Recurring, it punctuates the process Into
a series of units separated from one another by the caesura
between each recurrent rhythm. Recurring throughout the
process, it unites the cuts into one whole; and brings its
perennial unit it conditions, to a degree, the essential
3
character of the process."
Whether the units of a group are two (AB, AB, AB) or
three (ABC, AhC, ABC) or four (ABCD, ABCD, ABCD), each time
the unit occurs, A is accented differently than B, C, D,
just as B is different than the rest. This difference punctu-
ates the process and prevents it from being a homogeneous mass.
This accentuation of each phase of the rhythm may be
either qualitative as in the rhythm good-better-best; or
quantitative as in tne rhytrim increase-decrease of crime or
industrial production or spatial like the recurrence of the
same epidemic in various societies or temporal as in inflation-
deflation in different times.
Periodicity will mean a phenomenon which repeats Itself
at mathematically exact intervals as measured by aatronomical
clock time. In a non-periodic rhythm, the time durations of
a sequence of phases A, B, C of a certain process :r.ay be
3-"Social and Cultural Dynamics"— P. A. Sorokin- (American Book
Company 1941) -Vol.4 -Pg. 392

different, tiiat of A being now twice as long as B and C; and
now being equal to those of B and C; now B or C being longer
than A; and the whole sequence of A, B, C, in one recurrence
may last fifty minutes and in aiiother, Uhirty and be unequally
long in all its recurrences. Periodicity as defined above is
lacking in such recurrent sequences of A, B, G. They are
merely rhythms. But if tiie astronomical time duration of each
of the phases A, B and C in each of their repetitions or of all
three combined were measurably tiie same in each repetition of
ABC and with equal intervals between the repetitions, then this
would be a periodical rhytlim. Each phase of a periodicity
must not necessarily be equal in mathematical time. There are
four seasons a year-each unequal in time duration and changes
from year to year* Yet, there is no periodicity in terms of
mathematical time. In fact, as we shall find later, there is
a question if there are any true periodicities. But even though
true periodicity, like a true straight line, may not exist in
nature, we do have close approximations.
Tempo is the velocity of change. By formula:
V-T (Velocity or tempo)* M (Kiagnitade of change)
T (Time)
There are numerous conceptions of time:
1) The physiomathematical definition of time is a
measure of a material point or body taken in terms
of the motion of another material point or body,
taken as a point of reference. It is a continuous,
infinitely dividable, uaiforraly flowing, purely
quantitative measure and devoid of any qualities.
rC
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2) Biological time is the time system of evolution •
Physical time is a clock external to vital pro-
cesses; it measures by a single external standard
phenomena which are biologically unequal. For
instance, ac3ording to this theory, to describe
two boys as being ten years old simply equals their
years by an astronon.ical time clock; the tendency
thereby to equate, by assumption, their respective
stages of development leads to wholly erroneous
conclusions, ^en years in the life of one boy is
by no means ten by another... As a matter of phys-
ical or biological development. Conversely a
part stage of development in forms of l^io log leal
time in one person may take a greater or lesser
amount of astronomical time than is required for
the same stage in another. Cicartrization of wound
of the same size and identical in other aspects
require different physical (clock time) time from
organism at different physiological times. One
year of clock time for a child or for persons young
physiologically, is much longer physiologically
(and psychologically) txian for his parents or oldei
persons.
3) Psychological time as a "sensed" experience
differs from botn mathematical and biological
time. Our judgement of duration is inaccurate.
Under some psychological conditions a relatively
long duration of mathematical time is unnoticed
and percievedas one moment. Under some other
conditions, a few minutes appear to be of much
longer duration. Thus we hear of "time flying"
and time dragging". The subjective apprehension
of 'Cime is therefore inaccurate depending on oneU
mental set. Psychological time is discontinuous
and consists of special moments highlighted in
one's memory. Siace the ability to apprehend
time is dependent on one's memory, the individual
memories being different, there can be -no stand-
ard psychological recognition of time.
4) The physical, biological and psychological con-
ceptions of time are greatly conditioned by the
|
character of the sociocultural milieu in which
they are conceived and propagated. Therefore,
4
-To the person suffering from and then recovering from amnesia
a wh61e period of astronoinical time never existed. It was not
lost. There is no sense of loss. It never was.
'!'
1
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In this paper, the concept of time we shall deal
with shall be sociocultural tirne which is entirely
dependent on society. Sociocultural timo laeasure
sociocultural phenomena, their duration, synchronic it;i-
sequence and change In terras of other sociocultural
phenomena taken for the point of reference. It does
not flow evenly in the same group and in different
societies. Within the same period of time in the
same society or sociocultural system; the amount,
number and eventfullness of happenings can be quite
different. One year of existence of a modern social
group is usually packed witn more numerous and greater
changes than fifty years of existence of some isolate<l
primitive tribe. The rhythm of events is different
as a symphony witn a slow movement and one with a
fast scherzo, each of which is felt directly and not
with the help of a watch.
Sociocultural time does not flow uniformly but has event-
ful moments and moments of empty duration. It is not infinite-
ly divisable. It is qualitative throughout.
The functions of sociocultural time are 1) synchronicity
and coordination or sequential timing of one sociocultural
phenomenon with others; 2) organization of a time system for
realization of sociocultural continuity and for orientation
in the infinite flow of time; and 3) reflection of the pulsa-
tion of sociocultural systoais and, at the same time, facilita-
tion of such pulsations or rhytixma as are necessary for the
j
life and functioning of any sociocultural system.
Since human beings are destined to live and act collective-
ly, one of tne indispensible conditions for any possible coll-
|
ective action is a time synchronization or time coordination
|
of the actions of the parties involved, hence, the need for
|
clock time. But, in general, sociocultural events are used
((
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as a time reference; the Rooaevelt era. Harvest tine, a week.
In primitive society, time was reckoned by these sociocultural
events. As society developed and became more complex, the
need for a mutually agreed upon standard, exact time to avoid
6
chaos was answered by nathematioal time. Even the day, hour,
minute and second are artificial durations, standardized with
the help of a watch, but still artificial because in astro-
nomical time there are no such divisions. There is Central,
Pacific, Standard, Daylight and tne International date line-
all man made. Any calendar is determined by and reflects the
social pulsations of the life of a i^iven group.
Therefore, in our modern society, side by side with
quanti tative time (which itself is, in a de^^ree, a social
convene xon; taere exists a full-blooded sociocultural tivae as
a convention, with all its "earmarks"; it is qualitative; it
is not infinitely divisible; its units are different from
purely quantitative units; it does not flow evenly, as a mere
quantity. It is detemined by social conditions and reflects
the rhythias and pulsations of the social life of a given group.
The quantitative aspect of this time can be "translated",
remains just that, and often adJs little either to its reality
or to its service as an agency of time orientation, time co-
ordination and synchronization of the collective activities
1
\
5-The week is not a natural time period but a reflection of the
social rhythm of our life. The Russian week is five days.
Other cultures nave we.ks of three, four or eight days.

of the members of the group and outsiders. The social time
and its dates have always existed independently of quantitative
t ime •
Purely quantitative time disfigures sociooultural reality
through dividing the indivisable durations of processes. The
right to vote is granted when one reaches the age of twenty
one. Does it mean that only at that mathematical time one
has grown sufficiently mature a nd absorbed social phenomena
to exercise his right to elect?
• Mathematically we can divide a man's life into years,
months, days, minutes and even seconds. As such it has no
meaning qualitatively. We can also divide a man's age into
childhood, youth, maturity and old age. Each stage is a
description. It is a unity. It gives us the important qual-
ities of each stage, making each a distinctly separate one
from the other. By dividing a man's life into mathematically
equal units of time, we are left with a row of numbers indic-
ating the mean, median, tiie mode duration of a frog's life,
rainfall, a symphony and a "business cycle", iffeanwhile, the
man's life, meaningfully presented, has been lost. Our
numerical precision has been brought at an exceedingly dear
price; the loss of all the main phases of man's life. What
has been said of the phases of man's full life has been said
I
6
-By day we do not mean the light -dark conception but the
eight hour day of the worker, etc.

of the non-periodical rhythms in soclocultural processes.
The knowledge of certain stages of development in soclo-
cultural process is one of the most important bits of cognition
of the process, no matter whether the rhythms are periodical
or not, whether we know the mathematical duration of it or its
pnases, whether txiey have the same average duration or not.
|
j
When to these qualitative synchronicities or sequences we can
|
add quantitative information about their duration in the units
of quantitative time, such additional information would make
the rhythm periodic. But the knowledge of t he sequence of
stages of development of soclocultural processes is more
important than the knov^ledge of the mathematical time factor.
For if we know the "time'' by the stage we will know what to
expect in subsequent stages even if we do not know when (by
clock time) these can be expected to occur.
Mathematical time measures as equal, bj its own limited
standards, phenomena which are unequal. The same amount of time
one hour can be utilized more effectively by one person than
another, Mozart could have written many measures while Joe
Doakes chewed the fat. One century, the 19tii, is packed with
more scientific discoveries and inventions than all the centuries
from the 5th B. C. to the 16th A. D.
Quantitative time does not permit us to locate many soclo-
cultural pnenomena in time. Certain validities are presui.iably
true for all time thus far experienced. The law of gravitation
(with reference to the earth) was true before Newton discovered
|
(c
lt# Any adequate truth is assumed to be forever valid, as
even a fallacy is assumed to remain that for all time. If
these are timeless, how can they be differentiated from taose
phenomena that are temporal and therefore can be measured in
terms of quantitative time and located on the bridge of time?
f^inally, quantitative time, in many cases, gives a purely
accidental information of accidental synchronicity (or time
sequence) of two or more sociocultural phenomena, without any
knowledge as to whether t he phenomena are connected with one
another meaningfully and causally or are mere congeries to
one another, accidentally hapj:^ening, "simultaneously or in
7
a certain time order,"
A solution of the problem of sociocultural time is pre-
sented by Sorokin in his "Sociocultural Causality, Space and
'•^'ime", ^^e divides time into tlxree categories: 1) ideational
time or aeternitus which is the plane of time on which all
the eternal validity, verity, pure meaning and pure value-
even pure falsity-are "located", it is the world of ever-
lastin, unchangeable, timeless "beings" of the pure meanings
as meanings, 'i'hey remain forever identical to themselves and
do not have any simultaneity, any "before" or "after", any
flow, any sequence, anything temporal, 2) Idealistic time
{or aevum) is the place on which most of the empirical soclo-
7-"Re joinder" -Sorokia-American Jor. of Sociology-May 1930
8-"Socioca.ltural Causality, Space, Time"-Sorokin-Araerican Bo(3>k
Company— Pages 215-225

cutural validities, verities and values are located in the
time system. When we take the most valid scientific or ethical
propositions actually discovered and held in the possesion of
man, we think of them as roUf^h, but valid, approximation to
the absolute truth or value • in their secondary character-
istics, they are expected to change, but in their essentiality,
they are regarded as being eternal validities. As such they
are serai -eternal; they have something of the unchanging being
of the aeternitas and something of the unchanging being (or
becoming) of the tempus, Among those located on the aevum
plane are the laws of human thought, the most valid proposition
of science, art, the values of ethics or religion, 3) Finally,
we have the sensate time (or tempus). On tnis plane are found
the sensory phenomena. They belong to the world of becoming,
flux, and change, it is dependent on the sociocultural change.
It is different for differant societies and cultures.
This tnree floor system of time, according to Sorokin,
permits us to locate all trie classes of sociocultural phenomena.
Whether we study the duration or velocity of a given socio-
cultural system in process, the duration and tempo of the
process studied are "measured" always in sociocultural time
by the duration and tempo of some other sociocultural process
taken as a point of reference. If we say that the tempo and
duration of the embraced process is faster than those of the
embracing processes, tbat the sociocultural duration of the
super rhyti'iffls is lon^:;er than that of tne subordinated and
I{
sub-sub ordinated rhytiims , and that the tempi of clriance of
the same processes in the ideational phase is different than
all these comparisons and relative measurements of the faster
and slower, of the longer and shorter durations, are made, not
on the basis of the computation of the number of seconds or
years of quantitative time, but on the basis of t he comparison
of these rhythms and durations with one or anotiier.
The main functions of any point in time reference, whether
in quantitative standardized time or in soolocultural time,
with its lack of universally standardized points of reference,
is to help find out which of the phenomena studied, ha^Jpened
before, simultaneously or after the others; the extent of
their duration; and their relation in time with regard to near-
ness or remoteness. Without using any figures we can find
meaning and time orientation in these points of reference.
"Before he graduated, he was offered a position," "The
Italian Renaissance preceded tae Reformation"; "After the
battle of Waterloo, Napoleon was sent to St, Helena." Most
descriptions, analyses, and interpretations of social and
historical events given by the science of history are pre-
sented in terms of sociocultural but not mathematical time.
We speak of the Miodle Ages though historians continue to
debate what years and centuries of calendar time are embraced
by this phase of history. The most critical event in the
life of an individual is limited to tne circle of acquaint-
ances of the person, A critical event in the life history
I
of a vast soclocultural system of millions of people. Being
known, it becomes a definite, serviceable point of time refer-
ence to all of them. The time position of the given soclo-
cultural event is "located" through the reference to an import-
ant event in the life of one or several vast soclocultural
systems. Since soclocultural time is the direct influence or
reflection of the real beats and pulsations of tne soclocultural
life itself, it is inevitable tnat as long as there are diff-
erent local societies and cultures, there will be the differ-
ent local systems of soclocultural time,
SOCIOCULTURAL SPACE
Classical mechanics viewed absolute space as always
reroaining similar and unmoveable. It is of three dimensions;
altitude, longitude, and latitude which is sufficient to
locate the position of a particle. A point in space can only
be determined in relation to other points arbitrarily chosen.
Without space, no displacement and no motion can be thought
9
or described.
The concept of psychological space has emerged from the
study of psychological principles and sociometrics . Psych-
ologists, notably E. Bogardus, have elaborated a scale of
measurement of social distance in attitude between two or more
$-There are several other conceptions of space such as the four
dimensional space-time continuum of -l^lnstien. Here space gen-
erally means a manifold of three, four, up to n dimensions in
which positional relationships of any ktod are described.
4
persons. Experimentation by Lewin, Moreno and by researcliers
in parapsychology tend to show tnat tiie concept of psychologioa!^
space is not a fiction or semantic illusion, There is a psych-
ological distance between bein^ awake or asleep, being sober
or drunk also between an I. of 45 and one of 150.
Some sociologists have attempted to create a "social
physics" to apply to tne space of Newtoniaiii mechanics verbatim
in order to consturct a so-nowhat homologous space for the det-
erminiation of the position of sociocultural phenomena, tneir
positional rolationships, displaceraents , motion and change.
The difficulty is in defining the social location of groups,
individuals, social phenomena or to describe their raovements
in terms of the space mechanics as pointed up by what is des-
cribed as static equilibrium (meaning at rest without dynamic
10
action). According to the social physicists as quoted
11
by Sorokin , when an individual is free and is at rest and
when ho is influenced by many forces and these forces mutually
annul each other, so that t ae final result is nil, he is at
static equilibriuia. That is, if a person is standing in the
middle of the street and two absolutely identical cars, with
identical force propelled in the opposite direction, bump
that person, the forces being identical and driven in opposite
1-"E3sais de ?<lecanique Sociale" -Antonia Partuondo y Barcelo
Paris 1925
2-"Sociocultural Causality, Space, Time" -Sorokin-Page 105
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directions itiutually annul each other. But what of our friend
in the middle of the street-is he still at equilibrium?
In all these conceptions of space, it is difficult to
locate sociocultural phenomena. Where, for instance, could
we place Plato's philosophy or the Ten Conmandments? Pure
meanings are spaceless in the geometric conception-they have
no sizes, volume or dimension. Geometric space cannot indicate
the spatial longitude, latitude or altitude of the sociial
position of any group or individual nor the position of anyone
in regard to any sociocultural problems or situation, '^hat
do we mean by social movement; Is there a motion in geometric
space? Yes, but entirely inadequate to describe its position.
This shows an additional inadequacy to the conception of geom-
etric space.
A person may be your spatial neighbor for years and may
yet be a stranger to you. A person may be separated from
you for years by an enormous amount of geometric distance and
yet remain your closest friend. Social intimacy or nearness
does not mean geometrical closeness and vice versa.
We speak of "rights" and "duties". The same rivrhts
can belong to a aumbor of people of widely scattered distance.
Where iu apace are the rights of the Pope or a business cor-
poration? Can they be placed? Yes, in sociocultural space.
Sociocultural space is characterized by Sorokin as
representing three fundamental planes:

1-The plane of meanings
2-Tne plane of vehicles
3
-The plane of human agents
Under tnis setup where would we place the Newtonian law
of gravitation, a pure system of meanings? We already know
Lhat it is not located anywhere in physical or geometric space.
And, yet, it must be located somewhere. The answer is that
as a pure system of meanings, it is located in tne system
of raecxianics, Tno system of raechanics is a part of physics
which is in the field of science. Thus, Bach's "lilass" in
B minor is in tae field of lausic, one of the fine arts,
la physical or geometric space there exists points of
reference --two miles from the church. Similarly, in the world
of meanings we can use CoinrauniSiti as a point of reference.
But these specific meanings are too parochial to locate
all meanings. It is therefore suggested by Sorokin that we
use a manifold system of meanings sucn as language -science
-
religion-art -ethics and law, by wnich we can locate practically
all meanings. These meanings together with the mixed and
derivative systems, embrace all types of meanings.
Each of these five main systems has a large number of
sub classes. The system of science nas such sub classes as
mathematics, physics* chemistry, biology, social and humanistic
sciences and so on and each of these sub systems of sciences
has several sub classes such as organic and inorganic chemifetry
with their own further sub divisions. The same is true of
language, religion, fine arts and ethics. When we know that

a given system of meanings falls into system of religion
knowing the main classes and sub classes of this system., we
find no difficulty in putting a given j'sligious system into
the sub classes in which it belongs. In this way we determine
j
its position in the religious system and, through that, its
position of meanings.
In order that the sociocultural position of an individual
may be more precise, a number of other groups with which he
la affiliated have to be indicated. The general formula for
these introductions runs as follows: Mr. X, American, Protest-
ant, Republican, lawyer, president of the board of Trustees
of the Fine Arts Museum, member of the Rotary Club etc. If
we know all the sociocultural systems to which a given person
has belonged, the position of these systems in the universe
of sociocultural systems and all the positions within each
of these systems he has occupied, then we know quite accurate-
ly the sociocultural position of the person and all the changes
his position has undergone.
To sum up, all varieties of physico-geometrical space
aim to locate physical bodies and phenomena in the universe.
Sociocultural space aims to locate sociocultural phenomena and
their components in the sociocultural universe. It differs
from geometric space in the following ways
:
l-\Vlille geometric space is virtually unbounded and em-
braces the cosmic universe, sociocultural space is
bounded by the human conception of space.

2-Geometric space is isotropic, predominantly scalar or
metric, devoid of quality. Sociocaltural space is raain-
ly qualitative.
3-The system of coordinates of the geometric system defines'
the position of the vehicles and human agents as physical
objects in a physical universe. Such a location does
|
not define their position, qualities, relationships and
changes in the sociocultural universe. The system of
coordinates of sociocultural space does not define pos-
'
ition of sociocultural phenomena in the physical universal,
but does locate sociocultural meanings in a sociocultursil
universe.
MOTION
"Motion is everywhere understood to mean change of oos-
13
ition." Any cultural phenomenon changes from something to
something. This "from" -to " , from state A to state B is the i
direction of the change. As in a vector system, a given direc-
tion may have two senses, from A to B or From B to A. Tnere
are three niain patterns of direction: linear, cyclical and
variable recurrent.
If the direction remains the same with no repetition of
previous phases throughout the process of change, its pattern
remains linear. It may be spatially linear, as when a given
system moves steadily in space from one place to another. It
may be quantitatively linear, when the change involves either
a quantitative increase, decrease or constancy throughout its
existence. It may also be qualitatively linear in the sense
|
ii
of uniform order of sequence of qualitative states A, B, C,..n
13-"Mechanics for Students of Physics and Engineering" -H. Crew
and K. Smith (N. Y. 1930)-Page 85

leading from state A trirough the intermediary atai^es B, C ...
to the final state, n. Though intermediary states seem to be
different from one another, nevertheless, each subsequent state
manifests greater congenilaity and nearer approach to the final
state.
In its patterns linear direction may be:
a-Unilinear along a straight line leading from A to
B without any deviation from it for any moment.
b-Oscillating, admitting minor deviations from the
straight line, nevertheless with oscillations lead-
ing steadily from A to B.
c -Spiral where minor deviations consist in spirals
but, like a spiral spring, these spirals lead
also steadily from A to B.
d- Branching, as in an upward growing tree, although
the branches grow in various directions, main
direction remains nevertheless from A to B, lineai^.
Cyclical direction means either an absolute or relative
recurrence of a given suate or states; the phenomenon having
completed one spatial, qualitative, or quantitative succession
of changes, the process is repeated again and again, moving
spatially in a variety of circles, quantitatively passing
through the same phases of increase-decrease, increase-decreasej
qualitatively passing through the same stages of ABC, ABC and
so on. When all the repeated cycles are identical, we have
absolutely cyclical direction. Spiral and cyclical oscillation
are the same in terms of time. In all these variations, cyclical
direction differs from oscillating, spiral or branching
linear direction in that it does not have any linear trend
I
from A to B extended without limit in form. It doesn't, so
to spoak, "go anywhere" but only repeats the same pattern.
Variably or creatively recurrent direction. This pattern
comprises itself in a combination of linear and relatively
cyclical directions. In part, it may have linear link, but
its direction is changed in the next link; it contains itself
a rhythmic repetition of some relative cycles, but these forms
are never identical, nor do they return back to their previous
positions; each occurence is an ever new variation of t he pre-
14
ceding cycle or more exactly, rhythm or oscillation.
14-"Society, Culture and Personality" --Sorokln (Harper Bros i 1947
Pages 675-676

CHAPTEH IV
TORY OF RHYTEIiS

HISTORY OF EHTfHf.^S AMD " CYCLES"
A number of theories are held by various thinkers which
divide the total culture of any society into two different
classes and claim that all the phenomena within each class are
interdependent and change along the same pattern, while the
patterns of change of each class are fundamentally different.
A. Coste divides all the sociocultural phenomena into
15
two classes: "Social and idealogical" • They are like two
orchestras tnat play two different symphonies. Being differ-
ent systems, they change differently, in direction, rhytiims,
tempo and character. The change of the "idealogical"
phenomena proceed sporadically, irregularly without continuity,
consistent direction or accumulation. They rise and decline.
The "social" system on the contrary shows a continuity, reg-
ularity, accumulation and a linear direction of progress.
Another theory is found in Louis Weber's theory of
"Rhythm and Progress". According to Weber, man and his mind
are double in nature; homo faber (technical and fabricating
man) and homo socius (socialism). These two aspects of human
nature and intelligence manifest themselves now in technical
preoccupations and activities, now in social and speculative
processes and preoccupations. At one moment, one of these
systems predominates in a given society (reflective or spocul-
15-"Les Principes d'une Sociologle Ob jective" --A. Coste-Paris
1399-Chapt3.- 2,3,4,12

ative in the Middle ages, for instance) and at another, its
competitor (the technical in the Ii/lodern age),
R. Mclver finds two systems mainly-" civilization system"
and "cultural system". The first is made up of all the socio-
cultural elements that have a utilitarian character that serve
means rather than the ends or a self values; such as the tech-
nological, scientific, economic and political systems. The
I'culture system" is composed of sociocultural elements that
are "values and ends". The family, the church, the club, the
discussing groups, etc. The patterns of change of each of
these systems are different. Civilization or technological
change is gradual, accumulative, linear, progressive along the
line of better and better civilization means. Culture change
is intermittent, hardly accumulative, non linear, progressive
in a wave like line or In "cycles and rhyttims". Both these
systems coexist in any society and mutually influence one
another. But as the progress of the civilizational order is
relentless, accumulative and unobstructable, the teclrinological
order seems to condition the cultural order notably more than
is true of the reverse.
16
W. Ogburn divides sociocultural phenomena into two
classes: the material and non material culture. Material
culture changes along a linear trend of a selective accumulation
The tempo of change is faster than the non material culture.
16-"Social Changes" -W. Ogburn--New York 1922
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The empirical sociocultural world is an incessant flux.
Spatially, the cultural objects and values are continually movir:
and changing their positions in physical and social space.
Qualitatively, they change in thousands of ways; the new be-
comes old, the strong, weak; tne bright, dull; and so on.
Quantitatively they now increase, now decrease, now remain
constant. From the standpoint of time, they change non synch-
ronously, now with some lag; now with acceleration, now with
retarding velocity. The problem is to find what, if any, un-
iformities exist in these regularities in underlying dynamics,
A large number of uaiformities have been set forth as
unlimited or universal, like the statements; "All sociocultural
phenomena originate, grow and decay"; "All have a dialectical
rhytiTim of thesis, anti-tnesis and synthesis in their change".
But it seems safe to say that uniformities in sociocultural
change are never quite rigid without exception, and neither
are they amenable to a precise mathematical formulation,
Aristotle has pointed out that local motion or displace-
ment of the phenomenon in space is the primordial, primary
and simplest form of change. All other motions or changes
—
quantitative or qualitative-are derived from it and cannot
17
occur without local displacement , or motion, in space.
17-"The Physics" -Aristotlo-Lock Classical Library-New York 1029
Fage 338

TIME UNIFORMITIES
Are there any uniformities in the time aspects of change
of culture? There are four rival theories on this question:
(1) All varieties of soclocultural phenomena change synchron-
ously in time; (2) i^ifferent clasaes or systems of soclo-
cultural phenomena change non synchronously but uniformly,
certain classes always leading in the changes while others lag
in a certain uniform order; (3) All classes of soclocultural
phenomena change ncn synchronously and non uniformly display-
ing no order but a most fanciful variation in their sequence;
(4) Some classes of soclocultural phenomena change synchron-
ously; some non synchronously but unifor-aly in the order of
change, aotae do not show any time uniformity either as
synchronous or non synchronous in change,
i
In order that a cha.ige of two or tnore cultural variables
shall be synchronous, we have to know the length of time
within which they have to change. Is it In watch time
a second, minute, year or century? If it is a week, then
why not fifty years? Is not each of these units of time as
arbitrary as the other? If two processes changing together
within a year or five are considered synchronous, then why
should not two processes changing together within twenty or
fifty years be regarded as synchronous? Unless we specify
the time unit of syncirironicity, all these theories are meaning-
less. But it would seem that a knowledge of synchronlcity

Is superfluous VVhat is important is that the processes
A and B and C all change within, say, four weeks, five years
or fifty years. The cognitive value consists not in a mean-
ingless statement that they change synchronously hut that
they change within such and such definite time periods.
There are theories that claim that certain classes of
sociocultural phenomena uniformly tend to change first ( in
time) while other classes uniformly (in time) in a certain
order,
13
E, DeRoberty divided social thought in four main
forms; science, philosophy and religion, art and practical and
applied thought; each preceding form determines logically
each anteceding one. Science determines and conditions philos-
ophy and religion; these determine art; all three, the practica
rational thought. Historically, according to De Roberty, in
time sequence and the logical order is the rule while its
variation is the exception.
19
According to Karl Marx the uniform sequence of change
of the main classes of sociocultural phenomena is given in the
two variants; (1) changes in scientific knowledge regarding
the world of nature wiiich are needed by a given social order
to perpetuate its existence tend to changes in technique of
18-"Nouveau Programme de Sociologie" -E.DeRoberty-Paris 1904
(suraiaarized in "Contemp. Soc. Theory"433
19-"A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy"
Karl Marx-Translated by Stone-New York-1904-Pg,
1
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production which precede and determine (2) changes in the
economic structure of society in the relations of production
and the property relations which, in their turn precede and
determine (3) changes in political, social and Intellectual
forms of society, (4) which in turn sets up new conditions
of need a. id desire leading to a repetition of Ifl, In a
broader interpretation of "economic factor", the sequence
assumes somewhat different, but essentially the same form:
(1) the changes In the general conditions of production and
exchange precede and condition (2) the changes in the economic
structure and class composition (including the property relation
ships) which, in their turn, precede and determine (3) changes
in the class antagonism, and then (4) those in the field of the
social and political and intellectual superstructure of a
society • Owing to the inventions and discoveries, the change,
as a rule, takes place first and proceeds more speedily in the
field of material culture than in than of non material culture,
2.)
A* J. Toynbee takes the view that the growth or decline
of civilization (non teclinical culture) is the cause of the
respective growth or decline of technology, but that the
growth and decline of technique is not the cause of the growth
and decline of civilization as non material culture. The
Roman roads were abandoned and went to pieces not through a
ftO-"A Study of History" -A, J. Toynbee

failure of teciinological skill but. because of the breakdown
of the Homan empire.
Pitrim ^^orokin has gathered data which gives the movement
of the natural science discoveries-in their total and in each
of these scences-and that of teclinological iventions connected
with the natural sciences from the sixth century B. C, up
to the twentieth century, by twenty (for a period 1401-1300),
by ten and by one hundred year periods
•
Sorokin draws the following conclusions from these figures:
(1) All in all, the movements of the discoveries of the natural
sciences, and the natural sciences technological inventions,
run quite close, practically parallel and identical , not
only in all major fluctuations, but in the minor ones; (2) the
minor discrepencies of these two curves are much slighter than
those between the movements of discoveries in various natural
sciences themselves. There is no slightest factual ground on
which to claim technolOt^ical (in the sense of the technology
based upon the natural sciences) inventions uniformly are
more abundant than the natural science discoveries; that the
rate of increase is uniformly greater for the technological
inventions; that these lead the change while the natural
science lags, "^o far as technology is (inconsistently) iden-
tified by Marx, Ogburn, Veblen and others with "material "
culture (or material "power" and forces) while the material
sciences as such are classed with tae non material (or, in
Marxian terms, into superstructure and "ideology"), these data
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decidedly refute the claim that material culture ( or its
hCarxian and Veblen equivalents) uniformly leads in change,
while non material culture or its ^^arxian and Veblen equival-
ents, "ideology", "superstructure", etc, in that case the
natural sciences lag uniformly, "^uch claims in this setting
are baseless factually, as should be expected on the basis
21
of the above.
RrlYTiai IN CULTURAL CHATIGE
We have defined sociocultural rhythms as a real recur-
rent unit of the process consisting of two or more different
mements or phases. Recurring, it punctuates the process into
a series of "cuts" separated from one another by the caesura
between each recurrent rhythm. Recurring throughout the pro-
cess, it unites the cuts into orj.e whole; and being its perennial
unit it conditions, to a degree, the essential character of the
process
•
We do not have serious ground on which to assume that
all sociocultural processes within a system are necessarily
rhythmical. Though we shall try to discover whether there is
rhythmic composition of each process studied and what is the
nature, we are not entitled to either assume that it is noc -
21- " Social and Cultural Dynamics" -Sorokin-Ameri-jan ^ook Co. 194]
Volume 4-Page 319
22-Sorokin has based his figures on an unpublished text by one
John Doldyroff. The geometric averages in the tables are
derived from the number of historical persons in each field
mentioned in the Encyclopedia Britannica. (9th edition).

essarily there, nor to aaoribe an artificial rhythm to the
process in which factually it is unobservable. A number of
statistical "rhythms" have been obtained by a pure "paper,
pen" manipulation^ with the means, medians, modes and other
purely conventional constructions of the artificial, statistical
units. Upon these we niust pass a critical eye before accepting
or rejecting.
^n a single system there may be several different rhythms
running the same time. Several short rhyti-ims becoming one phasci
of a much longer rhythm by combining to form a long time rhythm.
If we take the whole life process of a man, there are in it
many dally rhythms like sleeping and being awake, hungry and
. satiated, and the like; there are many weekly rhythms; there
are several monthly rhythms; there are annual rhythms, like
a birthday, Christmas; finally there is the long rhythm of
passage from childiiood to youth, to maturity and to old age,
or the rhythm of birth and death ocxiuring only once in the
life of each individual, but recurring in that of all individa
\ial3. In each of the longer rhytirmis, the shorter one is only
a pliase which is contained in it .
The second type of rhythms are those tliat differ as parts
of a ?ai0le. The x^rocesaes la any complex integrated system
are many; some are going cn in a part of tne part of the
whole system, some in its part; finally some In the system as
a whole. Diagramatically the result resembles a pyramid, (see
figure )
.
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stands as an embracing rhythm In regard to B,0,2>« Each
of thvet la embracing, In regard to a* 8, b*8, o'b; each of
these, in regard to their z's, 7*b, 2*8, and so on.
It is like and ocean movement, where the sarfaoe ripplin|(0
are embraced by the waves; these by still larger waves of which
they are part; these larger waves are embraced by the still
more fundamental and all-embracing flax and €t>ib of the tides*
Respectively, the relationship of the rhythms may be
either $hat of the embraced part to the embracing whole; or
only and indirect relationship, as a*s to b*s or c's, where they
are only In "the second generation" (through A) indirectly con-
nected with one another, or a still more remote relationship as^
for instance z's to y's or to z*6, and so on. Sooner or later
in this remoteness, they become for an bbserver "neutral" or
"unrelated" to one another, like at very distant relationship
amounting to no more than *e all come from Adam"--which means
being unrelated or strangers.
After Sorokin
"Social and Cultural Dynamic s"-Ibid-Page 597
4
The process of breathing, with its rhythm, or of diges-
tion, or of circulation of blood-each is only one of the part
processes of the whole life process of the organism, ^his
life process embraces any of these processes as its part.
Viewing roan's economic behavior as but one aspect of his
total bio-social behavior, the economic process with its
business fluctuations is but a part of t he embracing socio-
cultural process. I'herefore, business rhythm is an embraced
unit of an embracing sociocultural rhythm.
Various processes of a complex system have different
rhythmical structure. The above diagram gives a pictorial
idea of what is meant by the rhythmical structure of the
processes of a system and sug^^ests that from this standpoint
it is possible in many 0^|®3 to give a fairly accurate anatomy
of the rhythmical structure of the whole life of a given
system. Among other things, the above means that, if in a
given process one investigator finds one kind of rhythm while
others find different kinds, all running simultaneously, this
heterogeneity of findint;,s does not necessarily mean that one
or all investigators are wrong. The discovered diversity
of rhythms, if they are real, may mean only that the investi-
gators are studying different rhythms; some embracing, some
embraced; some short time, some long time; some may be found
in one sub system, others in other sub systems. The more
complete is our series of the long and snort time rhythms,
embracing and embraced of a given process, the better,, the
c
more adequate knowledge we havw of the rhythmical structure
of the processes of a given system.
Rhythm may be composed of two or more phases AB, AB, AB,
etc, or ABCDEFG, ABCDEFG, etc.
The two phase rhythm include those that quantitatively
consist of the recurring two phases "increase-decrease".
When one takes the diaeirams showing movements of specific
crimes, suicidee, export-import, production of various goods,
business depression-prosperity, a double rhythm is indicated
for some periods
•
Since the concept of rhythm does not have to be period-
ical, double rhythm is found in such alterations as war-peace
or order-disorder, order-disorder.
Many social thinkers of the past as well as of the
present have expressed views on rhytlmtis, A listing of those
thinkers will be found in the appendices.
The Chinese double rhythm of Yin and Yang; the Hindu
rhythm of the alteration of the materialization and dematerial-
ization of spiritual reality; the Persian rhythm in the form
of a struggle between Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu; Empedocles
rhythm of the eternal struggle between strife and love; the
Babylonian rhythm of the eternal recurrence of the destruction^^
and re-creation of the world are all examples of ancient cosmic
double rhythm theories.
e
Among more modern theories claliiiing a double, eternally
23
recurring rhythms are those of Herbert Spencer (integration
24
and dissolution); Grustave LeBon (the concentration of energy
into material things and the dissolution of material things
into energy)
•
The three phase rhythms number among their adherents;
G. Tarde who claimed three qualitative phases in the life
history of any social value-invention--imltation-opposition,
26
as a collision of two different waves of imitation; Chapln
who traced the three phases of institutions -appearance, growth
27
and decline; Tojmbee who developed a theory of the three
phase rhythm of the decline of civilizations; the breakdown-
disintegration-dissolution.
Three phase rhythms have been indicated by many to be
28
found in the life process of art and culture. P. Ligeti's
theory was that art and culture pass through architectural,
29
plastic and pictorial phases; V, Hugo and Bovet found
that the literature of all nations passes through the phases
-
epical, lyrical, dramatic.
Confucius* theory for the three stages-the disorderly
stage, the small tranquility stage, and the stage of great
similarity-is another example of the three phase rhythin that
23-"The First Principles" -Spencer-London 1870-Pages 483-517
24-"L' evolution des Forces" -LeBon-Paris D,
25-"A Theory of Synchronous Culture Cycles" -"Jour, of Soc. Fore."
1925
26-'"Social Laws"-G. Tarde-Paris
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runs throughout mankind »s history,
30
Auguste Comte set forth the law of the three states,
AcGording to this law, all human history, as well as that of
the mental development of an individual, passes through three
phases; theological, metaphysical and positive. In addition,
Comte subdivided the theological phase itself into three sub
divisions; fetishness, polytheistic and monotheistic,
31
Hegel presents a philosophy of history in the form
of tiiree phase rhythms. The big rhythm is that of the absolute
idea ("in itself" thesis), and, finally, the absolute spirit
(the absolute idea "in and for itself" as a synthesis whose
self-realization makes the history of the world and mankind)
•
The phase of the absolute spirit also consists, in its turn,
of the three phase rhythm or triad; the phase of the subjective
spirit, that of objective spirit ( in its otherness), and,
finally the phase of absolute spirit properly. Each of these
sub phases consists again of the sub triads and so on. In a
sense, the whole system of Hegel is a kind of stupendous
symphony made of three phase rhyti-ims, in a long hierarchy of
one rhythm embracing the other, this one, the next one, etc.
Such rhythms as three meals a day; as classifications of
all things into good-better-best; bad-worse-worst; cum laude-
27-"Study of History" -A, J. Toynbeo
28- " Dynamics "-Vol. I -Page 206
29- Ibid-Vol.I-Pase 231
30-"The Philosophy of Comte" -L. Levy-Brual-New York 1903
31-"3cience in Logic" -Trans , L. G. Struther-New York 1929

magna-sumriia, and the like, are in their own way a variety of
rhythns of this kind. The metamorphosis of some ineects with
the three different qualitative phases of larva -pupa-imago,
repeated once in the same organism, but indefinitely many
times in various organisms of the same species, is an example
of it.
Four phases rhythms are descernible in many natural and
aoolocultural phenomena. Such are, for instance, the annual
rhytlrira of the four seasons; the biological rhythm of child-
hood-adolescence-maturlty-old age; tne college process of
freshnan-sophomore
-
junior -senior
•
Florus, as early as 200 A, D, claimed the existence of
a four pliase rhythm in the existence of a nation or a national
culture; the phases of childhood, youth, i;iaturity and old age*
"If anyone were to contemplate the Roman people as he
would a single individual and review its whole life,
hov/ it began, liow it grew up, and how it arrived at
maturity of its manhood and how it subsequently, as
it were, reached old age, he will find that it went
through four stages of pi'-ogress. The first period,
v/hen it was under the rule of kings lasted for nearly
four hundred years.,, this period was its infancy. Its
nezt period extDnds from the consulship of Brutus and
Collatinus to that of Applua Claudius and Quintus
Pulvius, a apace of one hundred and fifty years., .It was
an age of extreme aactlvity for its soldiers and their
armies and raany^ therefore, call it its youth. The next
period is the hundred and fifty years down to the time
of Augustus Caesar during which it spread peace through-
out the world. This was the manhood and^ as it were,
the robust maturity of the empire. Prom the time of
Caesar Augustus down to our own age, there has been a
period of not much less than two hundred years, during
which, owing to the inactivity of the emperors, the
Roman people, as it were, grew old and lost its potency,
save that under the rule of Trajan it again stirred its
e
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arms and, contrary to general expectation, again re-
newed its vigour v/lth youth, as it were, restored." 32
Subsequently a larpje number of thinkers of the later cen-
turies down to the present time have repeated, with variation
the existence of this four phase rhythm in the life history of
33
many, or even all, nations and culture. Witness 0. Spengler^i
dictum that every culture passes through the phases of indivi-
dual manj childhdod, youth, manhood, and old age and also that
34
of Toynbee. The theories of others such as Ibn-Khaldiin, G.
Ferrari, Maciavelli and K# Mewes inay oe found J.ri the appendices,
36
Henry Adams suggested the following phases through which
human culture has passed and will pass; religiud, from the be-
ginning of human history up to about 1600, Mechanical from 1600-
1900, Blectro-magnetic from 1900 to about 1917, then comes the
ethereal phase lasting only to 1921, or in another computation
to 2025, QXid after that, the phases of pure thought is likely
to come* f
There are five phase rhythirs such as that of Varro, who,
37
according to Censorius, seems to consider completed human
life consisting of five main phases, each fifteen years long,
namely. Childhood, adolescence, Juniorship, seniorship and
^2*. "Epitome of Roman History"—Lucius Annarus Florus -trans . by
E.S.Forster (London-New York 1929)—Bk. 1 p^ 9
53-?erhap s some scholar could discover a rhythm in the number
or rlrrios this theory has been presented.
31-»' The Decline of the iVesf'-O. Spengler-N.Y. 1929 Vol. I pg.lO*;
35~"Study of History"—Toynbe<5
36-"The Degradation of the Democratic Dogma"—Adams—N*y. 1919
pg. 267-311
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old age,
Polybius' famous cycle of the political regimes eternally
repeated namely: inonarchy-tyranny-ariatocracy-oligarchy-cLaino-
cracy-mob rule, is an exa mplo of the six phase rhythn.
The seven days of the week form a seven phase rhythm which
Is not only a mechanical and arithmetical division of time but
it embodies a real rhythm in our life* Our activities, our
work, our recreations, our salary or wages, our psychology, in
brief, our behaviour with six weekly days and the seventh holy
day, have indeed such a rhythm, with Saturday and Sunday
notably different from the others with all the main properties
of each day repeated from week to week. There are certain
things W3 do on certain days which identify these days as "Mon-
day" (wash day), "Tuesday" (pay day) cr P'riday (fish day) etc#
PERIODICITY (PERIODICITY CLABffiD)
As mentioned earlier, sooiocultural rhythms are neither
non-periodical or periodical. It I's not surprising that perio-
dical rhybhms have interested social thinkers much more than
the non periodical. The number of theories on the periodicity
of sociocultural phenomena is enormous* In this chapter, we
shall examine some of the typical theories.
One of the earliest theories of periodicity is the ancient
Hindu of the occasional destruction of the world at the end of
37-"Die Katali" ^-Censorius—Paris 1843

Brahana»s day periodically recurs overy 4,320,000 mortal years*
The elemental dematerialization of the pure supreme spirit into
the sonaory material forias occurs at the end of -Brahma* s life
38
every 311,040,000 mortal years,
Plato hinted at many rhythms. He mentions a periodic
rhythm measured by a span of a generation and indicated that
each rhythm has a corresponding generation and king and govern-
ment, Plato speaks of the perfect number but never mentions
exactly what it is. Of course, everyone is familiar with
Plato *s sequence theory in the change of various political
regimes; monarchy or aristocracy, timocracy, oligarchy, demo-
39
oracy, and finally tyranny. Though this is not a periodi-
city in the strictest sense, notably F, Mentre claims that
"each of Plato »s political regimes la^ts one generation, no
40
mproi no less."
Aristotle also shared the dominant Greek and Roman cyclical,
or periodically rhythmical conception of natural and socio-
oultural processes* "'Wherever there is continuity in any pro-
cess ^ we observe *cons€cutiveness , i.e., this becoming after
that without any interval., the coming to be of anything, if It
38-"The Vishnu Purana"—trans . H .H. Wilson—London—1854—^VoXS
pages 162-163
39-"The Republic"—trans . B. Jowett—O:;rord ed. book 8 pg. 545
40-"Les Generations Sociales"—P. Mentre—Paris 1920 PP. 57-58
€
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Is absolutely necessary, must be cyclical, l.e# nust return
41
upon itself."
All things recur forever, human affairs included. Nations
and empires come and go, so do cultures, floods, famines, wars,
revolutions, mores, pouitical and social regimes; even so do
theories and opinions, "For some opinions appear in cycles
42
among men not once or twice, but infinitely often."
43
Joachim de Flore developed the most detailed theory in
the field brought forth in the early Middle Ages* His general
position is that important social procesces, and catastrophies,
like tho Biblical deluge or the condemnation and destruction
of Sodom recur and are about t-o come in his time (twelfth
oentury) and that there is a concordance -a similitude of equal
proportions between the events of the Old and New Testaments.
He also gives detailed and exact chronological data for each
generation in both epochs and also depicts in soria detail the
similarities of each corresponding gonoration periods.
The magic of certain numbers hypnotized many ancient
scholars. Censorinus, grammarian and philosopher of the third
century, is the source of this information. His book, "Die
44
Katall", has been translated by J. Mangeart. Seven is the
1
j
41-"The Physics"-Aristotle-trans . P.H. ilcksteod-London 1929
42-"Meterologica "-Aristotle--Ed. quoted-Book 1, Chapter 3
45«"L* evangile Eternal" -Joachim Do Flore-trans. E. Aegenter
Paris 1928
44-Ibid
<
number that keeps reappearing in many writings of such thinkers
as Hippon, Metapontinus, Solon, the Hebrews, the Etruscans.
Varro divides iaan»s life into five equal periods of fifteen
44
years
•
Polybius (205-125 D»C.) wrote "When a deluge, a pestilen-
tial disease, a famine or other similar causes has brought des-
truction upon a human race; as tradition has assured us has
happened in former times; and as it is prob^le it will dgain
happen hereafter; and when all arts and institutions are ex-
tinguished in the same calamity from the few that are left alive
>
45
euiother progency of men springs up."
Peter of Abano in his work, "The Conciliation", stressed
the periodicity of seventy years, also periods of 20, 24, 240
260 years. Each of these periodicities in the revolution of
the heavenly bodies is marked by corresponding periodicities
in human history.
A.B. Gough wrote; '^There is a tendency for the centers of
activity to move westward, but ttiat in the northern hemisphere
the more northern centers tended to lag behind the more southern
>
and that the interval between two such series of pulsations
46
aaveraged about 850 years." He gives a long list of culmi-
nations which allegedly fit his theory and even a mathematical
44-See page 53 note 44
45-"The General History of Polybius" -Trans . Hampton-Oxford 1825
Vol. 2, bk, VI pages 123-124
46-"An Alleged Periodic Factor in History"—A. Gough-"The Soc.
Review" -Vol. 28 pages 365-36G-1936
c
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BIO^ORGANISMIC THEORIES OP SOCIOCULTURAL PERIODICITIES
The theories of this class seek causes of claimed socio-
cultural periodic rhytimis mainly in the field of the organic
conditions. Some compare the biological and the social organ-
Isms and from this comparison deduce various rhythms or cycles
in the life history of the social organism. Society, like
every organism, originates, grows, roaches its limit and de-
clines; like every organism, society passes through the stages
of childhood, youth, maturity and old age; like any organism,
the social body passes through its growth through progressive
differentiation and integration of its parts and reaches a
climax; after which, with coming of senility, differentiation
and integration of its parts becomes leas clearly cut; plasti-
city and effervesconse of the parts decline; and finally comes
death and complete disintegration*
47
Herbert Spencer asks, "What is society?" and answers,
"Society is an organism." After this he goes on to point out
the similarities. Part of the works of Cicero, Seneca, P'lorus,
T. Livy, and other Greek and Roman historians compare the life
cycle of a man with that of a society. In Medieval thought
we find this theory held by St, Thomas Aquinas, Machiavelli,
Campanella, Guicceardini and others. Similar theories have
47-»"The Introductions of Sociology"-H. Spencer-New York 1910
Pg. 447-462

Tdcgii expressed by Ibnkhaldun, Botero, Spengler and Toynbee*
The second branch of the bio-organlsmic interpretation
01* social rhythms can be styled, the "generation theory".
Its interpretations center around the concept of the human
generation, the succession of one generation by another, its
biological and social conditions, its biosocial consequences.
The generation theories attempt to formulate several laws of
social rhythms and periodicities, the average length of these
rhythms in various fields of social phenomena, the order of the
succession of the rhythms, and many other generalizations*
These generalizations include; the generation as a time
unit, as a duration unit of the positive or negative social
consequences of certain acts or certain events to a generation
J
as a criterion for the establishment of certain social relatio-*
nahlps (for instance, consanguinity and kinship); or social
differentiation of the members of a group into various classes
and straits; as a source of periodicities of various kinds,
finally, the succession of generations as the continuous
source of an incessant sociocultural change
•
Primitive peoples measure time by the generation time unit
48
unit. This time unit is computed not on the basis of astro-
nomical time, but by the bio-cocial time phenomena of birth,
death, marriage, etc. So far as such events mark as a caesura
48-"Dynamics "—Sorokin—Ibid
II
J6^e&Si^:^,ii;:<i
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a dof inite period of the life of an Individual and group, and
IIS these periods are always recurrent, such a time unit Is a
real unit and repeata Itself again and again In the life of the
group. In this sense. It denotes real periodic beats In the
social life.
The Bible, Herodotus, Herclitus, Zeno, Plato, Polyblus,
Varro, Vico, J, Bodin, Pascal, Rousseau, St, Simon, David Hume,
Comte, Stuart Mill, Corunot and many others used the generation
as a time unit.
The contemporary works in this flold stress particularly
the following rocles of the succession of generations in the
sociocultural processes; 1) As a continuous main factor of an
49
incessant change and flow in the sociocultural life, 2) Aa
a factor of generation rhythms and periodicity In the socio-
cultural processes, 3) As a natural time unit for the divi-
sion and punctuation of historical processes, instead of a
purely artificial and mechanical time \inlt, like a year, or tea
years, or one hundred years, or such divisions as "the ancient",
I
"Medieval" and "modern", 4) As an explanation principle for
an understanding of a number of sociocultural and psycholo-
gical phenomena, such as the eternal contrast and conflict of
the "fathex's and sons" in any period of history, the psychology
of the younger and older generations at any given time, the
49-"Les Generations Sociales"—F, Mentre—Paris 1920
"V/andlungen der Weltanschauung" -Karl jGel-Tubingen-1928
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reason for the presence or absence of thia or that great man
and for a sudden change in his popularity and many other phe-
nomena •
MIXED THEORIES OF PERIODICITIES
This class includes those who claim various cycles due to
multiple causation. Among them is the theory of the average
duration of various social institutions • (Three years for
contemporary sroall economic enterprises like grocery and drug
stores and the like; 28 years for 7,337 Swiss joint stock
companies; 25 years for the Italian joint stock companies and
the like; from two to seven years for various local cultural
50
organizations in the United States,
Other rhythms are; an irregulai? rhythm in the change of
51
fashions in dress, an alteration of the domination of the
Republican and Democratic parties -in the United States (8 years
52
for the Republican and 4 for the Democrats from 1876 to 1930),
53
the 24 hour cycle in the movement of death and suicide, and
many others listed in the appendix.
SOCIOLOGISTIC THEORY OP PERIODICITY
This theory proposes that all sooiocultural rhytniaa and
50-"Life Span, Age, Composition And Vortality of Social Organ."
P.A» Sorokin-American Book Co. 1941
51-"0n the Principle of Order and Civilization"
-A, Krobeber
Vol. XXI-pages 235-263
52-"The Astonishing Normalcy of the American Voto^'" -Boston Globe
Nov. 12, 1938
53-" Le Suicide"—E. Durkeira—Paris 1932

pepiodlcitlos are definitely and explicitly of sociocultural
origin, and represent intentionally or unintentionally, estab-
lished social conventions. The process of work in our
society is in numerous occupations punctuated by hours and by
day periodicities. Starts at 9, ends at 6, an hour for lunch,
8 hours a day, five days a week. The number of hours of work
may be different in different socitioa and periods, but the
fact of the existence of such recurrent periodical rhyt.ii^s
for an enormous number of occupations is unquestionable.
Such a daily rhythm of meals is also periodical for a
considerable part of the population; the sarae can be said
for sleep and activity, periodic meetings of clubs, church
attendance, etc. The week is a periodicity with its specific
occurences for each day of the week; tne month, even though
xinequal mathematically, is an accepted unit of social time
for rent, monthly payments, computed dividends, magazines, etc.
The year, a^ain, is strictly periodical with the annual holi-
days. This reminds us of a numerous periodic hourly, daily,
weekly, monthly, yearly rhythms that really exists in the
life of the individual or of a group in the social process.
"Real periodicities are only those which are reflected in
its calendar or time system; and so far as a calendar system
of a society is a social convention, the real periodicity is
54
also social-intentional or unintentional convention."
54-"Dynamics"-Ibid-Page 546

According to this theory, the character of t he time system
of a given society is determined by the nature of its social
life and its pulsations, but not by cosraio or biological pro-
cesses. The periodicity or non periodicity of any soclo-
cultural process is measured and determined entirely through
the time system of a given society*
Many people still think that the time system, say the
"calendar" with its time units is determined by the cosmic
processes such as the revolution of the earth o.i its axis,
or that of the moon around the earth, and similar cosmic
factors. As a matter of fact, the time unit-be it a second,
minute, hour, week or month or ^ear-is a purely artificial or
socially conventional creation. Natural or mathematical
time flows continually. As such, it does not have any "cuts"
or units into which it is divided equally or naturally. As
previously noted, "week" with us means seven days; with other
peoples, it means the unit consisting of eight, nine, fourteen
or other numbers of days.
From the above follows the conclusions that: (1) If the
rhythms and beats and relationships oT sociocultural processes
are different in different societies, their time s:;'Stems and
periodicities must be (and usually are) different. (2) If the
same society changes considerably and some of its processes
undergoes a transformation, its time system and periodicities
4
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are apt to change also. (3) If the time system of a given
society considers as equal, durations that, in terras of clock
time aro unequal, for instance "from Easter to Easter", from
"lunch to lunch", such time intervals will be equal in the
sociocultural time system of the society and respective rhythms
will be periodical, (4) The above statements allow us to con-
sider as periodic many rhythms in the social life of the society
where the interval of time between the rhythias is considered
equal by a given social time though it is not so in the terms
of the mauhematical time system.
While we are discussing time, it would, perhaps, be
proper to take a closer look at averages. This introduces
many fallacies. If 95^ of the values between one and one
hundred are, say, 25, the typicality of the average is much
higher than the case when the values and their percenta^ies are
scattered. The average duration of prices or business fluct-
uations is variously claimed as 3, 5, 7, 10, 22, 30, or 43
years. It i^y be true that for a certain number or type of
society, a certain typical avera^,e of a certain rhythm may
indeed be representative for a certain period; for a different
type of society or the same society changed, such typical aver-
ages cease to be typical at all,
•f^hile finding fault with some of the theories, we must
65-The Soviet change of a "week" from the seven to five day
week is an example of this and, of course, we have East; orn
and Daylight Saving time as examples of artificial standard-
ization of time uecreed by law.
c
include tne business "cjcle" tiieoriata who claim a correlation
with sun spots or other solar " cycles" -auch as changes in the
a.'nount of solar energy reaching the earth or of ultra violet
rays, or of tLe shape of the corona, or of the area of the
faculae. Are these processes periodic in the strict sense
of the term?
One of the comparatively ascertained facts concerning
sunspots Ic that they are not periodical; their maxima happen-
ed in the years 1750, 1761, 1770, 177S, 1804, 1317, 1830,
1057, 1343, 1860, 1371, 18;)3 and 1906. As can be seen, in-
stead of a periodicity, we have a diverse range of years from
maximum to maximum: 11, 9, 8, 26, 13, 13, 7, 11, 12, 10, 13,
10 and 13 years* If, thus, it is uncertain as to whether
periodicity in the relevant cosmic and biological processes
that are held to be responsible for the aoclocultural processes
do exist, then the claim that the periodicities of the socio-
cultural processes are of that origin becomes groundless.
The statistical averages of business cycles vary from
author to author. At present we do not have even an average
that can be regarded as typical for tne duration of the bus-
iness "cycles" generally, that is accepted by all conipetent
specialists, and is applicable to all countries and periods
(as it should be if it reflects the cosmic periodicities which
for human practical purposes, have to be viewed as eternal and
uniformly repeating themselves ).
€
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In the movement of prices, Sir *. Beveridge alone cuts
out periods; 2.74, 3.71, 4.38, 5.11, 5.3, 30.6, 34.92, 48,
74-75 and 271 years. Another cycle has a duration of 22 and
57
23 years. S. Kuznets cites 210 cases of secondary secular
movements in production and prices. 20 cycles had a duration
of 3-5 years; 52, 6-8years ; 1, 33-35 years; averages being
of "the duration" of a complete awing for production 22 years
and for price 23 years.
In short, so far none of the business fluctuations that
have come to our attention indicate any real periodicity in
the business rhytiims. What has been discovered seems to be
but fancifully varyinc intervals and their averages. Even
these averages vary with various authors.
56-"Weather and iiarvest Cycles" -Beveridse-"Economic Jour."
1921-Page 429-449
67-"Secular Movements in Production and Prices" -S, KuznetS'
Boston 1930-Pase 260
I
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CHAPTER 7
cc
PRINCIPLE OF IMAMENT CHANGE
Where shall we look for the roots cf chan.^e of socio-
oultural phenomena and how shall we interpret it? There is
the externalistic i^heory of chantie mentioned in the previous
caapter . It includes the "enviromriental" theory of cnange
which explains it through forces which lie outside, but not
within, the unit studied. These external - environmental
forces are assumed to be shaping, controling, modifying the
phenomena studied. Almost everything and every change is
explained environmentally, from crime and religion up to
the "business cycle" and pure genius. .
The second answer to the question is the opposite, it is
called the immanent theory of change. It claims that changes
are due to a system's own forcea and properties. It cannot
help changing, even if all its external conditions are const-
ant. It bears in itself the seeds of its change.
The third answer to the question is that given by those
who view change as the result of the combined external and
Internal forces.
The view held by Sorokin is that of tne "principle of
immanent change of each sociocultural system sup:jorted by the
externalistic principle, witnin certain conditions and limits".
He claims that this theory is supported by empirical observation,
6G-"Dynamics"--Ibid-Page 592

Any system which la, uurint]; its existence, a goiag concern,
which v/orks and acts and does not remain in a state of rest,
in the literal sense of the word cannot help changing just
because it perforias some tctivicy, some work, as long as it
exists. Life can never be in static equilibrium, is never
attained by a.x organism and would be fatal if it were attained
since it wovtld mean stae^nafcion, atrophy and death. Vie may
hypothetically ima;-ine an absolutely constant mileu of nurnan
or any other organism. And, yet, if tr:e organism lives and
therefore acts, it will be changing, no matter what the vFiileu
and how constant it is.
Since any sociocultural system is composed of human beings
as one of its components, and since any organism, so long as
it exists, cannot help changing, the sociocultural system is
a "going concern" and cannot help changing so long as it exiats,
regardless of its external conditions, even when thej are
absolutely ccnstant.
Suppose we assume that change is not immanent in socio-
cultural systeria. For exarru^le, let us take the family(A).
According to the externalistic theory for an explanation of
why the American family has changed during the last fifty
years, we have to take some factor external to it; say, change
of industrial conditions, (B). When suc:i an explanation is
given, we may ask: But why have the industrial conditions chang^jd
According to the consistent external ism, we have to take some
I
external factor to explain tirie change of B, I^et it be C, a
change in the density and masD of the population or in the
climatic conditions or in s^napots or what not. Being given
C, we can put the same question in regard to it: Why has C
chaaged? And so c-n, ad infinitum.
But the theory of immanent change does not hinder the
recognition of bhe role of the external forces in the change
of the sociocultural systems • Their inter action produces
more change. The family, or any other social system, changes
first of all Imnianently, second, being in inter action with
the state, business organization, the church, the labo^' union
and other social systems, each of which also change iinmanently
the family change is reinforced by the "influences", "shocks",
"pressure" and "activities" of all these systems.
With a slight modification, the same can be said about
the external biological or cosmic forces. Each of such forces,
say diffusion of plague germs amidst a given social system, or
earth quake, or inundation, certainly influences the system
and calls forth some change In it. But, again, it does so
because the respective biological or cosmic force is itself
dynamic and changing.
To sum up, that is Sorokin's theory of change and some
of the iraplication involved in this theory.

HISTORY OF IMMANENT CHANGE
The theory of immanent change is not a new one. It haa
been expounded by many thinkers. In the Chinese theory of
the eternal alteration of Yin and Yang representing respect-
ively the eternal rhythm of expansion and contraction of
order and disorder, is the result of immanent change since
Yin engenders and produced Yan^ and ^ang immanent ly produces
59
Yin, Polybius claimed that the sociopolitical regimes changed
iramanently. He wrote:
" Every single kind of government breeds within itself
some certain vice which is attacked by nature to its
very form, and which soon causes its destruction. "60
Adam Ferguson believed that societies pass through the
stages of the "rude", of the "barbaric", of the "polished"
state and then decline mainly through the series of consequences
61
generated by each stage "spontaneously".
Spengler's uniform rhythm, 'tlirough which all culture passes
consists of the stages of childhood, youth, maturity, and old
age and is perfectly iraiiianent; it is their destiny.
"The rhythm, forms and duration of every organism's life
and all the expression-details of tnat life as well,
are determined by the properties of the species." 62
G. Vice's cyclical law of the three states through which
^v-"Dynamics"-Ibid-Page 357
60-"General History of Polybius" -Translated by M.Harapton-Oxford
1823-Vol. Il-Pages 129-131
61- " Principles of Moral and Political Science" -Ferguson-Edin-
burgh 1792 -Vol. I -Page 194
62-"Tha Decline of the West" -Spengler-New York 1929-Vol. I- pg.2jL
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every society uasjes in the process of its history and which
continues to repeat itself, ad infinitum, is the result of
the work of providence which established it and ultimately
guides its history. But since its establishment, the change
and uniformity of the rhythm is ImiTianent in any culture and
63
nation.
The Christian thinkers claimed free will and assumed that
man is capable of controlling his destiny and bears in himself
the seeds of either salvation or peridition. Such an assump-
tion means an acceptance of the iiniiianent principle of change
in man and in soclocultural phenomena, in a relative sense.
We have mentioned externalistic theories of "business
cycles", but a number of economists claim the immanent change
theory. Such are the theories that look for the causes of
business fluctuations in the process of saving and investing,
in construction work, in the changes of tastes, quantity and
quality of production, in the methods of supplying commodities,
64 65
in generalized production, in banking operations.
"All parts of the economic system are inter co.inected in
an ultimate functional union; the system thus formed is
closed and compact and is subject to its own laws. In-
fluences from outside, whether they proceed from a non-
economic sphere or from foreign economic organization,
affect the system simply as stimuli which cause to be
set in operation the forces inherent in the economic
organism." 66
63-"0pere"-Vico-Vol. V-Mllano 1354-Page 43
64-A, Spiethoff, G. li. Hull, and others
65-"Business Cycles" -J. Schurapeter-New York 1939
66-"Sconomic Rhythm" Wagemann-New York 1930-Page 13
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THE PRINCIPLE OF LIMIT
Granted th&t change is the essential quality of a going
concern, why do soclocultural processes not move continuously
and in the same direction, as the material body moving rec-
tilinearly and uniformly? Or, if the soclocultural processes
must have turns and oscillations in their change, why do they
not move in the way of ever new turns, of ever new change, with
out recurrent rhythms?
The general reason why soclocultural systems chan(;e in
the course of their existence has been given by Sorokin as the
principle of Immanent change. The special reason why snany
sociocultural systems have recurrent, non identical rhythms and
turns instead of going in the same direction, or undergoing
ever new changes, is given by the principle of limits.
'^he principle of limits exhibits the following three
main forms
:
1-Limits in causal functional relationship of inter-
dependent variables
.
The causal-functional relationship between two or more
variables, A and B, has certain definite limits; beyond a given
value of A and B, it ceases to exist or undergoes a radical
change. Within certain limits, the more firmly we strike a
piano key, the louder the resulting sound. Beyond this point
the result will riot be louder sound but a broken key board.
The physiochemical and biological sciences have

formulated a number of general principles relative to the
"stability limit", "critical temperature", "critical pressure",
"critical concentration" and the like, representing points
beyond which the causal relationship between given variables
either undergoes radical change or ceases to exist, i'or
example, "Chemical reactions do not take place completely in
one direction, but proceed only to a certain point and there
67
make a halt." Thus the upper limit in the vaporization of
water or the equilibrium between liquid and vapor is reached
at t he critical temperature of 364,3 degrees and the critical
j
pressure of 194.6 atmospheres. At the higher temperatures,
no pressure, however great, can induce the liquid stage. ^u.ch
limits aro typical of a vast number of causal-functional rel-
53
..ationahips between physiochemical variables.
Sociologists and social scientists, on the other hand,
seem to disregard this principle. *hen they formulate valid
or invalid causal relationships between business depression
and criminality, economic conditions and the forms of art,
prosperity and birth, poverty and mortality rate, education
andcriminality , farm income and illiteracy and so on, they
rarely mention any limits within which the causal relationship
between their variables holds. I'hey seemingly assume that it
has no limits no matter what values we assign variables.
67-"The Phase Rule and Its Applications" -Alex . Pindlay-Loridon
1904 "pare 7
63-roid-Pages 96, 200, 234
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On the basis of observation and facts, it is reasonably
certain that poverty below the level of physiological necessity
depresses the birth rate and increases the mortality rate; an
improvement in material vrell being u^^vto and above the level
of physiological necessity causes and increases the birth rate
and a decrease in the death rate. However, there are limits
beyond v;hich a further improvement of material conditions does
not lead to a further rise of the birth rate or decline the
mortality rate; it may even produce the opposite results. S
precise causal formula demands, tnerefore, the specification
of the limits within which it is valid beyond which it becomes
invalid.
2-Limits in linear direction of Sociocultural change.
Contrary to claims of biologists and social scientists
who have been seduced by the theory of evolution and of pro-
gress with a linear tendency, Sorokin insists that in virtually
every sociocultural process there are limits for a linear trend.
Within a limited time and a limited segment of the process
some linear trend is possible, but it is scarcely possible for
an unlimited period or for the entire process.
Newton's law declares that unless t.iere is absolutely no
interference of any exterior forces, or absolute isolation from
any environmental influence, definite movement in one direction
is impossible. Through gravitational forces, linear forces
become circular or elliptical.

•^ocial processes are subject to the constant operation
of physical, biological, and sociocultural forces. No system
exists in a vacuum, isolated from the forces of the environment.
Nor do the innumerable forces external to a changing socio-
cultural phenomenon perpetually ar.nul one another*
3-Limited possibilities of basic variations of systems,
•^ince every empirical sociocultural system is finite,
and since there are limits beyond which any further change
renders it unrecognizable and unidentifiable, tnerefore it
is capable of only a limited number of basic variations or types
of ch&n^e* Having exhausted these types, the system either
disintegrates or repeats In a new setting these types, with
different secondary characteristics. Hence on the one. hand
the recurrence, or t'hythm, of sociocultural processes, and
on the other, the variation in their course.
Natural scientists are thoroughly familiar with the
principle in question, and, incontrast to social scientists
they incessantly apply it. Water has only three basic types,
or phases of variation-vapor, liquid and solid-which are
repeated endlessly. Siijiilarly, the number of basic physical
forms of energy, such as heat, sou;id, electricity and magnetism
Is strictly limited; therefore, they endlessly recur in the
physical world. The same is true of biological systems;
whether it is the number of species, or the nuiaber of fundament-
i
al biological processes, they are all limited in their fund-
amental types, and therefore recur in time and space.
The same is true of sociocultural systems. The chief
types of political regimes and forms of government do not
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exceed six. (Albeit in each society, each form may be
different in that society, but basically remains one of the
original six. ) Likewise, however greatly the codes of law
differ, in details, in their main principles and divisions,
they give but a few types -constitutional, civil and criminal
law. ThG main types of society, too, are limited in their
number. Styles of dress are limited in number of variations,
aa are styles of arrow points, sword handles, of buildings, etc.
In short, the basic forms of almost all sociocultural
phenomena are limited in their number; hence sociocultural
phenomena recur in time, in rhythmic fashion, and in the
course of their changes thru their limited forms do not follow
a strictly linear trend.
From the above we can draw a member of corollaries.
{!) If the imirianent possibilities of various forms, or of
quantitative and qualitative changes of a system, are unlimit-
ed or very large, the process of existence of the system will
appear nonrhythmical, either because none of the previous
forras or changes recur, or because it is exceedingly difficult
to grasp their exceptionally rare recurrence amidst the ever
69-As propounded by Plato, Polybius and Aristotle.

changing forma of tne system, (2) The less numerous are the
immanent possibilities of chan^^e of a system, tne more pronoun-
ced is the rhytiimical character of its process, (3) '-^^he
number of phases of the rhytiira in the sociocultural process is
roughly proportional to the number of its iinmanent possibilit-
ies of forms of change.
The i-^redictivo value of a theory of the principle of
limit is obvious . If we know that only tiiree main forms of
cultural supersystems are possible, say Ideational-Idealistic-
Sonsate, in integrated culture; or Realism-Nomanalism-^^cncep-
tionalism in the philosophical problem of the reality of the
universals, we can reasonably expect to find; first, these
forms will recur in the history of cultures, or in that of
philosophical thought in this field; second, the rhythm of
their succession will probably be triple, though the order of
of the phases may vary. If we know that in regard to sex
behavior for homo sapiens there are only two possibilities
(barring the rare cases of the hermaphroditic), v/e can expect
only the double rhythm of male-female in the process of birth
tnough not necessarily in that order of mle-female, male-female
If W6 know that there are only six main forms of political
regimes, then we can reasonably expect a recurrence of only
these six forms in any society, at all times; and the rhythm
will be either six phased or less complex, though the order
of the succession of the regimes may vary.
I
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DIRECTION OF CHANGE
Granted that sociooultural processes change, are there
I'
any that proceed in a linear direction throughout their exist-
ence; are there processes with an ever new change, without
any recurrence; and, finally, are there any strictly circular
processes that repeat themselves identically?
Under the principle of limited possiblities of variation,
a sociooultural system in a state of isolation or constant
enviDonment, that has only one irariianent possibility of
of change will be chantjing along one main linear trend through-
out its existence. The change v/ill be linear in one of the
four forms of linear olriange -unilinear along a straight line
leading form A to B without any deviation from it for any
moment. Oscillating, admitting minor deviation from the
straight line, nevertheless with oscillations leading steadily
from A to B. Spiral, where minor deviations consist in spirals
but, like a spiral spring, these spirals lead also steadily
from A to B» Branching, as in an upward growing tree, although
the branches grow in various directions, the main direction
remains nevertheless linear from A to B.
If, on the other hand, the possibilities of mutation of
a system in process are exceedingly great or unlimited, the
^) result will be a process that may have no recurrence, no rhytlmi,
where each link is new, unique, unrepeated. In that case, we
shall have a process which never repeats itself and is "brand
i
new" at each portion or fraction of its course.
We raay grant that from the begining of human history up
to t he present tirue, the population of this planet, the
knowledge of mankind, and social differentiation and inte-
gration have been growing. But can we be sure that these
trends will continue forever, no matter how far the future is
projected In time? Prom the fact that it has always been
so, it does not follow that it will be so forever.
The natural sciences assure us that the sun is the
ultimate source of energy for life on this planet. They also
assert that in the course of time the sun is cooling and
therefore, sooner or later, the time will come when life on
this planet will decline and finally die. If and when human
history enters this stage of the cooled sun, human population,
unless it gravitates to a new planet with new conditions of
adaptation, its social differentiation and integration, and
in all probability, human knowledge must entei^ a declining
trend-opposite to the trend that has prevailed to the present
70
time. If this assertion c.f the scientists is not refuted, then
the theory of the eternal linear trend must be discarded.
As to population growth, it has been assumed that it has
steadily increased, ^ome thinkers, however, doubt this. They
70- G. Tarde predicted a time in the future when man returns
again to the caves and becomes a cave man, with most of his
previous knowledge lost; the population of the earth enormous-
ly decreased, social differentiation and Integration recede
to primitive for-ras. "Social Laws"—New York-1399,

argue that if the growth were more or less steady, in the
course of time, even at a slight rate of increase, the present
population of this planet must li&ve been a hundred thousand,
million times larger than it is at the present moment. The
past history of mankind ^^oes back, according to various
sources from 200,000 to 800,000 years. Even with a slight
rate of growth, such a period would nave .^iven an enormous
figure at the present time. If such is not the situation,
this means tnat somehow the growth has been checked, and was
either stationary for a long period, or had gradual or catas-
trophic declines. .V.arco Polo depicts the population of India
and China in the 13th and 14th centuries as bigger, if any-
thing, than it has ever been since, with cities having several
millions of population. The population of the Middle Ages in
Europe was practically stationary for several centuries, and
once in a while, as in the case of the Black Death in 134B-
1351, suddenly decreased by one third and even one half in
some European countries during a few years. Finally, we must
not forget that the rate of growth of the world population
in the 19th century was exceptional, and that at the present
time it has practically stopped or is stationary or, in many
countries, by a slowing down in the rate of increase. There-
fore, if there are a few indefinitely linear processes, they
are such only from a half fictitous standpoint; and their lin-
earity is so pale and undetermined that it amounts only to a
mere shadow linearity.

Neither can the theory of every new process be regarded
seriously. For if this were true, every system would become
brand new at every moment of change, discarding the old
patterns. Hence A becomes B; B, C; C, D; etc. Total changes
of the total system means its end, and its replacement by a
totally different system,
Finally, the recurrence of rhythm of phenomena is never
Identical in all its properties. Time is different; details
in the components are different; society and environment are
different. Every one of us, form day to day has dinner or
sleeps, but each dinner and sleep is not identical with the
former ones. We ourselves are changed; time has elapsed
irretrievably and a number of traits of the dinner or sleep
are varying. Hence a true cycle, according to definition,
"a coming around to the place of begining", is impossible
in sociocultural process,
TEMPO
AcGordinii to our definition, tempo is the velocity of
change. As such, tempi of qualitative changes of qualitative-
ly different systems are incommensurable. There is no sense
in saying tiiat a change from the Gothic to the Baroque style
was slower of faster tnan the change from the horse and buggy
to the system of transportation of the motor or from monarchy
to republic. We do not have any unit of velocity to measure
these distances. Therefore, we cannot say anything as to which
(
of these clianges has the faster tempo.
Quantitative changes with the same unit of change can be
compared, measured and described as faster or slower-in
production of automobiles or radios, in population growth, etc.
If 1,000 autos are produced in one month while in another 10,000
are produced by the same firm with the same capital and labor,
the tempo of production in the second is ten times as fast
as in the first.
!/:uch more roughly, the idea of tempo can be applied by
two or more qualitative changes of the same kind in the same
or different systems. Thus the idealistic period in sculpture,
literature and architecture of Greece of the fourth and fifth
centuries B, C» lasted about 150 years; an imitative wave of
Idealistic art in ^ome in the time of Augustus lasted only
about seventy years. On this basis we can say that the tempo
of change of the imitative idealistic wave in its eriiergence,
growth and decline was about twice as fast as that in the
original idealistic wave in Greece.
A popular theory in the field of tempo uniformities is
the "law of acceleration" which states that there is a
progressive acceleration of the tempo of change in all socio-
oultural processes in the course of time. Thinkers such as
J. Novicov, II, Hart, W. Ogburn, N. L. Sims and H. Adams have
supported this theory.
We are told that the most ancient species underwent the
slowest evolution. G. Tarde contends that in the course of

time, wars were of shorter and shorter duration and peace
71
periods lonc-;er and longer.
If this law is traced back to the past to the begining
of time, the whole universe would be found to be static and
unchangeable. Can we assume tnat more nine months were
necessary from the conception to the birth of a human being
in the past? Further, there is no empirical reason to believe
that a given or chemical physical reaction in the same condi-
tions requires less time now than in the past.
Sorokin claims that there are some sociological processes
that have constant tempi of cnange while the tempo of others
72
VQ.VJ* The daily rhythm of sleeping-waking, weekly rhythms,
etc. remain constant; each rhytiim with each of its own phases
repeats itself within the same unit of tim^, as long as it
exists*
Of the processes with varying tempi, the following are
explained by means of Sorokln»s theory of the supersystems
.
When a cultural system passes from an ideational to an ideal-
istic and then to a sensate phase, the tempo of change tends
to accelerate. *^hen it passes from a sensate to an ideational
phase, the tempo of change tends to slow down. The tempi of
change in a system during a transitional phase or vice versa
tends to become chaotic, "hen a system passes several times
71-"Social Laws"-Ibid-Page 109
72-"Society, Culture and Personality" -Ibid-Page 693
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through the sensate, ideational. Idealistic phases, each
succeeding repetition tends to have a faster tempo of change
and endures a shorter time than the preceding phase. Congeries
in general do not have tempo uniformity.
By its very nature, an ideational culture tends to be
static, 1 inersed in the eternal, everlasting, unchangeable
true reality value. A sensate culture, on the contrary, is a
culture which places a high value on empirical becoming ever
changing and never static. Idealistic cultures occupy an
intermediary position.
4
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CHAPTER VI
CAUSAL THEORIES OF RHYTHMS
It
CAUSAL THEORIES OF RHYTHMS
Is a mere knowledge of the existence of a rhythm sufficient
for forecasting or need we discover the cause? In this chapter,
we will consider some of the views held on this question* The
second half of the chapter will deal with the several schools
of thought as to what the ultimate causes really are*
Urwick states, "••investigation or research is the prin-
ciple which must underlie the process of forecasting. Inves-
tigation can be carried through successfully in the light of
73
certain intellectual principles." Without the principle of
detersiinism, with its underlying belief that every social phe-
nomenon is the result of definite and ascertainable causes, no
investigation work can be pursued with energy and enthusiam.
j
Dewey and Dakin assert: I
"Ultimate cause Is an extremely difficult factor to
discover, and, hence, is a problem more of philosophy
than of science. Nor is it even admitted that we
shall ever find ultimate cause at all, on the theory
that finite mind is by Its very nature unable to
understand the ultimate workings of an infinite
universe". 74
Scientific inquiry attempts to find the simplest possible
explanation to cover the greatest possible number of diverse
phenomena. The further we go into science, we become convinced
that the universe is an unity, that its laws of action are
75
relatively few and simple, and that they apply to all things.
73-"Eleraents of Administration" -L.Urwick-Harper and Bros. pg. 2Q\
74-"Cycle3: the Science of Prediction"—Ibid— Page 139

Therefore, when we find rhythms present In many kinds of phe-
nomena, we have a right to suspect that we may be dealing with
related parts of the whole. But, say Dewey and Dakin, we must
guard against confusing relationships and correlations with
76
causes. Two cycles having the same rhythmic pattern occuring
at the same time may be mistakenly identified as cause and
effect.
Some people find it difficult to believe that any kind of
human experience can be determined by factors outside of the
control of man*s conscious life. Yet they accept the need of
adjustiment to the weather, knowing it is out of man's control.
Man is accustomed to think that certain "causes" must always
i^«ve given results and that we control results by advance
77
manipulation of causes. Freud says we do what we feel sub-
consciously impelled to do and then satisfy our conscious mind
by devising adequate reasons. Post hypnotic suggestion ex-
periments bear this out.
We commonly conceive ourselves to be three dimensional
human beings but the world has more than three dimensions. In
such a universe we shall err seriously if we think that per-
ception alone can reveal true causes.
75-This same view was expressed by Kenry Adams in his "Biography
of Henry Adams" --Ibid
76-Ibid—pg. 140
77-" Psychoanalysis and Behavior"—Sigmund Freud—James McMann
Company-New York—1920
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Our recognition of cause is always associated with past
events that we view in retrospect-we know the cause of a past
event but not of a future event. What we call cause and effect
is associated in time, welded together so closely that a joint
could not be detected* But time is relative and has no abso-
lute meaning and cause which is measured in time, likewise can
have no absolute meaning.
Furthermore, society must be studied-not as a multipli-
cation of individuals but as an interdependent whole which is
greater than the sum of the parts. Society is governed by a
special set of laws. The causes behind these may differ from
the cause behind the laws for individual behavior. We must,
therefore, take into account all laws that govern activity in
society and look at them as a unit. We cannot examine the
liver without regard to the rest of the body. The causes be-
hind these over-all laws are beyond the scope of man. Conclude
Dewey and Dakin, man need only know the how and when of various
phenomena but not the why, Y et, it seems to us that at least
a search for the why is necessary to postulate the how and when
despite the difficulty in determining the why. This is fun-
damental in establishing a sound basis for knowledge. Let us
then look at some of the suggested whys.
S01«E THEORIES OF RPIYTHM RELATIOMSHIPS
Many great thinkers have not been satisfied to merely pre-
I
sent purported rhythms in the world but have also tried to trace
I(
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the source of the$e rhytl:iins. Their theoriea may be divided
into six categories:
1-The raeta empirical theories which take the deity
or other superemplrlcal agent as the source of perio-
dicity of sociocultural processes.
2-The cosmic theories that place the source of per-
iodicity in the periodic revolutions of the heavenly
bodies, the periodic rhythm of climate and other phy-
siochemlcal processes.
3-The biolOfc^lcal theories that see it in the periodic
rhythms of various biological phenomena.
4-The sociologist ic theories that look for the source
in the sociocultural life itself.
5-The mixed theories which find the source in mixed
cosmo-biosocial phenomena or other pluralistic sources
6
-The immanent change theory which holds that rhythm
is due to a process of growth within the system it-
self bounded by the theory of limits.
Now let us look at some of these categories.
META EMPIRICAL THEORIES
The ancient Hindus, as we have mentioned, placed the source
of periodicity with the Brahma. Plato wrote:
"The Lord of all moving things is alone able to move
himself.. The world is guided by an accompanying divine
power and receives life and immortality by the ap-
pointment of the Creator.. There is a time when God
goes round with the world which He, Himself, guides
and helps to roll; and there is a time, on the com-
pletion of a certain cycle when he lets go, and the
world. . .turns around and revolves in the opposite
direction. 78
Every motion and change in the world originates in the
78-"Statesman" in "The Works of Plato"—Dial Press -Vol. IV Pg.35!
»
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PrlnG Mover or God, who himself is unmoved, according to Aris-
totle, The continuous and eternal rhythmical motion of the
heavenly sphere is due to the same ultimate cause.
Changes in the sublirainary world are conditioned by the
motion of heavenly bodies. Coming from the unmoved Prime Mover,
the most elementary, primary, and fundamental form of motion
or change directly caused by the Prime Mover in rotation, or
circular, local motion. All other motions and changes are
derivative from it. Any change-quantitative or qualitative-
cannot occur without a local movement in space. It is prior to
any kind of movement or change; it can exist without the others^
i
while the others cannot exist without it; it is prior in time,
as the only motion possible to eternal things; it is prior also
in the order of nature of these local movements in space, the
prior, continuous and eternal is the rotary motion-according
to Aristotle,
Such eternal and continuous motion have the eternal and
imperishable heavenly bodies. Since all movement and change
are derivative from the primary movement and heavenly bodies
have this movement, they influence and control the changes in
the sublunar phenomena. Since they move perpetually, they
cause a perpetual change (corruption and generation) in the
material and phenomenal world. Since their motions are circulai'
and rotatory, and since, after a certain time, they return to
their previous position, everything in the phenomenal change la
I
also circular and rotatory, recurs and returns to itself.
Since trie primary motion of the heavenly bodies is
periodical, periodical also are the changes in the sublunar
world, including those in human affairs; all the phenomena
recur periodically were, and will be, repeated. The recurred
is either numerical, that Is, the same Individual, like a
heavenly body or event, repeats its cycle; or generic, in
which not the same individual but similar individuals of the
79
species recur*
Johannes Scotus Erigna depicted the whole existence of
the empirical world as one great cycle, emanating from God
in a certain sequence of tne phases -empirical world dissolv-
ing in the primary causes; primary causes in God-God becoming
again all in all.
The difficulty with this theory is two fold. First, if
anythinii is traced back to its ultimate source, we must place
our faith in a prime mover. Scientific proof of this is
difficult if not impossible. Secondly, many of the period-
icities claimed by the meta empirical theorists are of such
long time duration as to make a check of their validity im-
practical.
79-"The fhysics" -Aristotle -Trans. P. Wicksteed-London 1929
80-"DE Dlvlsione Naturae" -Johannes Scotus Erigena

COSMIC THEORIES
The main stream of cosmic theories looks for the source
of periodicity of the sociocultural phenomena in the period-
icity of the revolutions and motion and constellations of the
heavenly bodies -the stars, the moon, the sun, the planets and
the like -and in the effects they exert, directly and indirect-
ly upon human affairs. For this reason the main bulk of
these theories -as been astronomical, astrological and raeter-
ological, presented in a variety of ways.
The Babylonians placed the source of periodicities in the
revolution of the heavenly bodies. T/hen all the stars reausume
the same position which they had before the great cycle, the
annus magnus or the world's year, repeats itself, with each
repetition of all tne consequeace of such a position. Each
of t/iese world's greatest years consists of two niain phases,
the summer and uhe winter. The summer 3omes when all the
planets are in the same point of Cancer and ends with a univers-
al flood. And, so, one great cycle follows the other endlessly,
repeating the predecessor in all its details.
Astrological theories have persisted for a lon£: time and
have been snared by hundreds of prominent thinkers. Such a
persistence and popularity must nave some serious reasons;
otherwise, it weald be incomprehensible that such a thing could
be possible.
Claudius Ptolemy (2nd century A. d.) gave the scientific
I
basis of ti.e astrological tneories of various periodic rhythms
and forecasting.
" Tnat a certain power, derived from the aethereal nature
is diffused over and pervades the whole atmosphere of
the earth, is clearly evident to all men... the sun,
always acting in connection with the ambient, con-
tributes not only the revolutions of tne seasons, but,
by its dally progress it operated chan.^es in light, heat,
moisture, dryness and cold; dependent upon his situation
with regard to the zenith. The moon also dispenses such
influence. . .By the change of her illumination, rivers
are swelled and are reduced; the tides of the sea are
ruled by her rising and setting. .The stars are also
causes of heats, winds and storms, to tiie influence of
which earthly thin^vs are conformably subjected. And,
further, the mutual configuration of all these heavenly
bodies, by comingling the influence with which each is
separately invested, produce a multiplicity of change.
From these premises, it follows not only that all
bodies which may already be compounded, are subjected
to the notion of the stars, but also that the impreg-
nation and growth of the seeds from which all bodies
proceed, are framed and moulded by the quality exist-
ing in the ambient at the time of such impregnation and
growth. "81
Observing and studying certain qualities of the heavenly
bodies, and the particular effects produced by certain con-
stellations of planets and stars on earthly phenomena, including
man, the astrologers have attempted to forecast these effects
in regard to numan and social phenomena generally, and man
particularly. In regard to the accuracy of the forecasting,
the theorizers of astrology did not pretend to be always right.
They admitted that the destiny of laan or society depends not
only upon the cosmic factors but upon many others, such as
81-"Tetrabilbos"—Ptolemy—Trans. J. Ashmond-London 1896-Page 2

heredity, education, social environment, etc*
^11 this makes the situation very complex, and the ohanoes
of making a false forecast, basing it only on the cosmic con-
stellation, is very considerable,
" Although the former configurations of the planets have
been observed to produce certain consequential results
and are, after long periods, and in a greater or lesser
degree, resembled by subsequent configurations never
becomes exactly similar to t hose which have preceded
them. For an entire return of all the heavenly bodies
to exact situation in which they have stood once in re-
gard to the earth will never take place or, at least,
not in any period determinable human calculation what-
ever vain attempts may be made to acquire such unattain-
able knowledge." 82
Ptclemy then proceeds to describe the fundamental cor-
relations or causal relationships existing between the stars
and t he following categories of human phenomena on which they
exert a tangible influence; (1) Racial traits, (2) Physical
and mental properties of the nations, (3) Fertility, (4) Long-
evity, (5) Sex of a baby, (G) Babies born monstrous and defec-
tive, (7)Twiris, (8) Poor rearing of children, (9) The form and
temperature of the body, (10) The hurts and diseases of the
body, (11) The quality of mind, (12) Diseases of the mind,
83
(13) Number of children, (14) Marriage and many other phe-
nomena such as war, upheavals and revolutions.
If one accepts the assertion that a close relationship
82-Ibid-Pages 5-11
83- The moon's certain position "will cause men either to marry
early inlife, or, after overpassing their prime, to marry young
women, while a certain other position of ohe moon, entirely
denies marriage."—Ibid-Fa^es 190-193

exists between the cosmic environment and the events of the
human universe, in which the cosmic factor is regarded as the
cause (or the variable) and the human events as the effect or
the function of this variable; and that the relationship is
observable, and, being so, permits one to forecast future
©vents with a considerable degree of probability each time
a given constellation is repeated by a similar one, then it
follows tiiat the periodicities of the heavenly bodies and their
constellations (which ar-^ causally related to human activity)
have corresponding periodical rhythms in human history and
social processes.
Among the leading thinkers holding this view are; the
Pythagoreans, Anaximandor, Ileraclit lus
,
Erapedccles, ^iogones,
Pliny, Plutarch, Judeaus, the Gnostics, Roger Bacon, Plato,
Pliny, Virgil, Cicero, Seneca, Peter of Abano and many others,
Anot:.er branch of the cosmic theory of periodicity is
the geographic. According to this group, various sooiocultural
phenomena are interpreted in terms of climate, amount of rain-
fall, sunspots, cosmic dust, ultra violet rays, the electrical
magnetic and other meterological factors* In other words,
this group has stopped before taking the next step of placing
the cause of sunspots, rain, etc, with tiie cosmic bodies.
But no one can deny thj-S in the next. Likewise, the step
beyond the planets and constellations is God.
We shall report these as mixed theories
•

MIXED THEORIES
W, Stanley Jevons published in 1875, tne sunspot theory
84
of business rhythms, I'hls same theory, slightly modified,
85
was presented by H. Stanley Jevons. W, H. Shaw presented a
t^'eory concerning the correlation between ...eriodicity of
86
wheat yields and climatic changes. Bruckner presented a now
famous theory of the economic life of a society in correlation
with Uh© fluctuations in cimatic changes. H. H. Clayton for-
mulated a theory of the commercial panics in the United States
and their correlation with periods of deficient rainfall in
37
the Ohio valley. similar theory was held by W. H. Bever-
88
idgo. 11. L. Moore *s theory is based on rainfall:
"The weather conditions represented by the rainfall in
the central part of the United States and probably in
other continental areas, pass through cycles of approx-
imately thirty three years and eight years in duration,
causing like cycles in the yield per acre of the crops;
these cycles of crops constitute the natural, material
current wnich drags upon the surface the lagging, rhyth-
mically changing values and prices «'ith which the econ-
omist is more immediately concerned." 39
84- " Investigations in Currency and Finance" -W, Stanley Jevoas-
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According to his ir.athematical formula aaalyais, the cor-
relation between the fluctuation of crops and an index of the
I
mean effective rainfall in the Ohio valley during the critical
90
period of crops (July-August) is rz ,594. Having proceeded
to snow this correlation, Moore goes on to find a further
correlation between the fluctuation of the crops and business
rhythms. His theory is as follows;
"The rhythmically varying yield per acre of the crops
is the cause of ecornomic cycles; when the yield in-
j
creases, the volume of trade, the activity of industry
j
and the aniount of emplo^^naient increase, the demand for
;
producers » goods rises, the demand curves for agricultur-j
al comiuodities rise -with the Iminediate result of a rise
in general prices. The contrary changes would follow
upon a fall in the yield per acre of the crops." 91
Mooro attempts to justify this theory by a painstaking
analysis of the fluctuations of the business barometer (meas-
ured throuigh pig iron production) and those of crop production.
The coefficient of correlation between them is r: .718, with
a lag in the cycles of pig iron production of one or two years.
The coefficient of correlation bet-ween tne fluctuations of
crops and the. movement of general prices is still higher (with
a lag of about four years), ra .800.
Beveridge^s theory of the business cycle is similar
to that of Moore. The essentials of his theory are as follows:
Wheat prices in Western and Central Europe, during the period
90-H. L. Moore -opp. oit.-
91-Ibid-Page 147ff
-Page 53
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from 1500-13^*6, appear to show that in the fluctuation of
prices there is a major periodicity of 30,6 years and a minor
fluctuation of 15.6 years. With a lag of one year, this
periodicity in crops due to fluctuations in the weather. In
his first article he claims tiiat the periodicity of 15.2 or
15.4 years corresponded to a similar periodicity of weather
conditions due to suns pots. Later he admitted that the
periodicity of the suns pots was not 15 out about 11 years. He
confessed that a cycle of 15.3 years had not been found in
any meterological records. However, he claimed that weather
fluctuates in periodicities of 4.38 or 4.77 years. Besides,
there was a periodicity of 4.37 years in rainfall. The
period of 15.3 or of 30.6 years could be divided correspond-
ingly into the perioas of 4.38, 4.77, 3,34, 4.37 years
which were fui^ther analyses, he indicates that besides the
periodicities of 15 and 30 years in the movement of prices
were periods of 4.38, 5.11, 11, ;^.74, 3.71, 34,992, 48, 74-75
years
.
Such are the essentials of Beveridge's theory.
V
Huntington tries to establish the influence of climatic
conditions on economic life not so much tiirough the medium
of harvests, couditioned by the weather, as through the medium
of the health of the population which is affected by climatic
agencies
•
His principle thesis is that of climate and its fluctu-
ations cause fluctuations in health and efficiency of physical
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and mental work; fluctuations in health and in work efficiency
lead to corresponding fluctuations of business and economic
ooriditions of a society. Me tries to corroborate this conten-
tion with many data, among which the most important ars those
which show the parallelism of the death rate and the business
depressions or revivals in Connecticut, New York, Mass, and
Chicago in the period from 1370 to 1920. A hie^h death rate
(as an indeal of health) regularly precedes hard times, while
a low death rate precedes prosperity. Health is a cause
far more than an effect of business prosperity. Health, in
92
its turn is determined by the weather*
Perhaps the simplest and earliest observation of a cycle
concerning weather, is the Bruckner cycle as presented by
Eduard Bruckner in 1891. According to the data published
at this time, Bruckner clai-ied that the weather of Europe
varied definitely in cycles with an average length of about
35 years. The cycles, .uoving between two pnases, snows at
one phase a climate that is "oceanic" with relatively wet,
cold, stormy sum-iiers and mild, moist winters. At the
opposite phase, it is "continental" with relatively dry,
sunriy, warm summers and cold, clear winters. The data present
a series of concise 35 year oieaaurements -rather a range of
frcm 17 to 50 years -with departures from the normal "balancing
each other out". The max-Lnia of the "continental" and "oceanic"
•
92
-"World Power and Evolution"-Elsworth Huntington-1919-Pase 29
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conditions average about 35 years.
Expression in agriculture and general human prosperity
of the Bruckner cycle ia reported by Richard Gregory:
"In the dull rainy countries of New Europe, v/arra, dry
j years are favorable for crops and vegetation and, on
the whole, will yield better crops than the cool, wet
half, although there may be wide variation from one
year to the next» An agricultural community must take
the bad years with the good and trust to t he surplus
from a rich harvest to tide over a year of dearth, but
at t he end of the warm half of the cycle, the com. unity
will be prosperous W:iile at the end of the cold half,
it will be poor. Hence, waves of emigration and the
movements of people are closely related to cycles such
as the Bruckner which in this way raay leave their mark
on history." 94
The clearest manifestation of thi^, according to Hunting-
ton, ia Ireland. In 1739, the maximum of the Bruckner cycle
of the cool, wet phase seems to have been reached. Potato
crops were ruined. For a century after, the cycle came and
went without agaia reaching such an extreme . Then came the
oceanic phase of the third Bruckner cycle. Between 1331
and 1B48, there were four seasons of relatively poor crops,
fopulation grew until 1841, Then came the climax between
1846 and 1848. A fungus disease caused the failure of tne
potato crop. 300,000 died of starvation and fever. Because
of the famine, the system of absentee ownership became lunbear-
able and rebellion broke loose in 1848 and tremendous migration.
93-"Klimaschankungen Seit 1700" -Bruckner-Vienna 1341
94-"Weather Hecuri*ence and Weather Cycles "-Richard Gregory-
"Quart. Jour, of Hoy. Metero. Soc."
Vol. 56-1930

took place. In five years, th© population declined 20% to
95
6 million people.
In the succeeding dry, continental phase of the Bruck-
ner cycle, emigraticn fell off. From 1371 to lC-75, the
population scarcely diminished.
With the reappearance of the oceanic phase in the late
»70's and early 'SO's and between 1381 and 1891, the Irish
©migrated once more. The population in the latter ten years
declined 9^.
"The Bruckner cycle was a main factor in one of the
most wholesale migrations known in history. Bruckner
has shown that the cycle produced a siihilar but less
drastic change in Germany. Dewey finds its influe»ice
clearly in the number of immigrants to Americai Its
effect has also been noted in other countries." 96
In the realm of solar activity, Sterne of Harvard Observ-
atory nas determined that the solar constant as measured by
the Smithsonian Institute, fluctuates in a compound rhythm-
one part of which is 40.3 months in length. Sterne maintains
that there is but one chance in 750,000 that the rhythm is
accidental, fitting this data to a rigid 41 months cycle, he
found considerable similarity although not perfect agreement
Sterne sees in this a possible solar cause for the claimed
41 months cycle (Claytori) in certain insects and fish,
(Beveridge) in prices (also i^ewey and Ilaskins). Huntington
95- " A Neglected Factor in Race Development"—Elsworth liuntingtori
"Journal of Race Develop,"
-
6:167-34-1915
96-"Mainspringa of Civilization" -Hunt ington-1945-Page 457

maintains, however, that solar heat is not necessarily the
basis for this because the solar constant may indicate many
kinds of solar activity including ultra violet light, infra
red rays and electro waves, ^^e continues, "the 41 months
cycle may be from the sun, but may be due to other factors
than temperature, rainfall, atmospheric pressure and ordinary
97
weather."
indepondantly of Sterne, J^untington prepared a curve of
atmospheric electricity and claimed a significant resemblance
to the solar constant and the stock market, lie prepared it
to test the hypctiieais that atmospheric electricity influenced
by the sun, may effect human behavior, that governs fluctuations
in the stock market, iron production and other business activity
The iTiaxima of electrical variability are claimed to show to
be generally followed by a change from bull market to bear
market on the stock exchange. Except at the end of 1919, each
maximum in the rate of exchange falls within 3 to 12 months
after the maximum in electric variability. Ihis, according
to Huntington, is the lag that would be expected between a
physical cause of this sort and its effect on business.
There seems to be a certain discrepancy in this line
of reasoning for. In the first place, the readings of electrical
variability were made in England which would have, seemingly,
little effect on business affairs in the United States. Also,
97-Ibid—Page 459

the lack of extepisive research lends further doubt to hLa
hypothesis. Hunt irii-;ton, however, defends his theory on the
grounds that the "earth's electrical field is known to act
98
as a unit", ^^e claims that Stetson and others have siiown
that radio transmission is another phase of atmospheric
electricity which is cloeely dependent upon variations in
solar xi^diation. Moreover, the probability that the same
solar cycle dominates the atmosphere over wide areas is in-
creased by the fact that when observations a t two observatories
300 miles apart are averaged, it is found that the 41 months
cyple is much clearer than when one observatory is taken
alone. Also, the relationship between the 41 months cycle
in the solar constant and in the potential gradient gives
Huntington reason to think that we are dealing with a solar
cause which acts in esssntially the same way over vast areas,
"There does, then, seem to be some evidence for the
hypothesis that electrical variation In the atmosphere
of the earth, and these in turn are associated with
physical rhythms in humana," 99
The psychological effect of atraospr^eric electricity,
claims Huntington, seemingly pertains to the nervous system
primarily, "hen the electrical variability increases, people
apparently feely relatively boyant and optimistic, Altnough
the hypothesis itself needs more experimentation, it is not
beyond the line of reason, according to Huntington, to imagine
98-"Solar Radiation and the State of Atmosphere" -Haralan Stetson
"Science Monthly" -June 19
193is -Pages 513-28
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fh9 solar constant (abOT«) and th« yarlablllty of
atmosphario tlaotrloity at London and Eskadalemur
(below) oompared with a 41 months cycle (dashad Llna)
and with mazliria (asterlks) and minima (dote) In tha
rata of axokange of the Pow*Jone8 Index of common
stock prices* The electrical carve Is based on
percentages of a nine year moving average with
seasonal trends eliminated. The solar carve was
prepared by E.R. Dewey,
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that increased optimism in the organism will stimulate him
to risks to which he may be averse in less optimistic times.
The effect of tnis upon the stock market prices is far from
instantaneous and may not be fully felt for months, "^he length
of time for it to become evident depends upon the strength
of the stimulus on the previous cycle and on other factois.
Therefore, the amount of la^i or proximity with which events
follow the solar cycle will vary consideriEkbly. .so claims
100
Huntington.
Support to iJae probability of the Influence of the electrica
hypothesis upon mental activities has been claimed by studies
of electrical currents within the living organisms. It has
been found that every animal posseses a true electrical field.
Burr states that:
"...changes in biologic activity (growth and development)
produce changes and significant variations in the
electrical pattern as do the heart and brain waves.,
ovulation and cancer. It is inconcievable that such
a widespread phenomenon should be a product of life,
for it is so intimately bound up with fundamental
biological processes that it diappears with death." 101
Prom this the supporters of the electrical hypothesis
conclude that if each organism is the center or source of
electromagnetic field of the surronding atmosphere, it seems
inevitable that the alterations in the general field surronding
99-"Mainsprinj^s of Civilization" -Hunt ington-Chapter 13
100-Ibid
101-"Biologic Organization and the Cancer Problem" -H. S. Burr-
"Yale Jour. Biolo. and ^^eaicine-
12:277-1940

atmosphere must influence the field of '-he individual organ-
ism. Thus, they find, there must be a definite mehhanism
whereby atmospheric electricity may influence mental activity.
Another hypothesis offered by many, particularly Hunt-
ington, is that of a possible ozone basis. According to the
data obtained, atmospheric electricity as measured in Paris
and London varies in what appears to be the same cycle as
that of tent caterpillars, salmon, lynx and deaths from heart
disease in the United States and Canada. There are certain
objections to this hypothesis in that there seems to be
little experimental evidence to support this contention.
The first objection is the seeming discrepancy in comparison
of figures based on European measurement of ozone and events
in North America* There is however a tendency toward world
wide uniformity in cycles of ozone. This, they claim,
seems inevitable because of the wsiy in which the main supply
of ozone originates. At the height of 10 to 15 miles, the
earth is surronded by an atmospheric layer in which there is
a relatively high concentration of ozone. > This is formed
mainly by the ultra violet light acting upon oxygen so that
molecules with three atoms instead of two are formed. In
pure, dry, cold air, the ozone can last indefinitely. %en
the ultra violet light radiation is abundant, the ozone layer
all around the world tends to become more concentrated.
Because of the presence of three molecules instead of

Ozont at London (Kew) and Paris. In ay«raglng th«
two, records •aoh of the tweleve oalendar months Is
treated as a sparate unit and redeyes the same
weight at both plaoes. Seasonal trends are elim-
inated by using percentages of a 115 month moyirig
arerage • Minor rariations are eliminated by means
of a 7 month moying ayerage . The foar dots
indicate maxima of lynx in Canada.

two the ozone is comparatively heavy and sinks slowly to the
earth. It meets water vapor and dust which falls on vegetation,
animals and the soil. The speed of the descent varies with
the climate* In warm, moist climate the ozone largely dis-
appears before it reaches the earth's surface. V/hatever
remains is used up rapidly.
Ozone coatinually settles slowly downward through the miles
of air in the polar regions and accumulates in the lower atmos-
phere. By mid winter, the ozone there has reached a high
level. During the winter, especially, the movement of polar
air masses downward from high altitudes and equatorward bring-
ing some of the ozonized air to the regions where people chief-
ly inhabit. Each cyclonic storm in the northern atmosphere is
likely to end with an inrush of mass of cool, dry, dust free
air charged with ozone, much of which was originally formed
by ultra violet light at high levels . Ozone is also added
to the air by electrical activity by the ruah of wind through
rain and by radio activity of minerals. The main supply,
however, comes from upper air.
The accumulation of ozone and its equatorward sweep is
not local. They pertain to each ati.iosphere as a whole. Thus
some students argue that there is some solar or cosmic condit-
ion that causes the strength of the high ozone layer to vary
in a 9 2/3 year cycle, and ozone cycle of the same length in
the lower air will be almost world wide. Like seasonal changes

of temperature, it may almost be imperceptible at low levels
near the equator.
In recent years, Tchijewski published some conclusions
regarding the effect of cycles of weather and their relation
to sunspots.
According to Tchijewski, epidemics of cholera in the whole
world, influenza in Russia and India, typhus fever in Moscow
are all in harmony with sunspots. Mass movements such as war,
revolution, strikes or popular agitation decrease or increase
simultaneously all over the v/orld» These form » "universal
cycle" of historical events • During most centuries the cycle
repeats itself nine times following the 11 year sunspot cycle.
Only &% of all mass movement (from the 15th century to the
20th century) took place during the three years of minimum
solar activity in each sun spot cycle, 10% occured during the
succeeding 2 years of increasing solar activity; dZ% during 3
years of maximum activity and 20^ during the 3 years of dim-
inishing activity and labor movements, strikes, terrorist
activities and Jewish programs in Russia-Lynching in the United
States, parliamentary movements in England and the amount of
migration show similar relation to the sun.
In way of supporting the connection between human activity
and sunspots, he ascribes the phenomenon to increased electric
activity at the sunspot maxima. He maintains that at the time
of the sunspot maxima, electrically charged particles are shot

out in unusual numbera. This results in increased ionization
of the air and stimulates man physiologically and psycholo-
gically. Therefore, the solar disturbances tend to aggravate
aocial crises if such causes happen to exist at the time of
great solar activity.
Although there be technical discrepancies in Tchijewski*s
conclusions, he is not without supporters. Huntington seems
to find some basis for them, the chief difference being that
Tchijewski recognizes only sunspots and storm cycles while he
(Huntington) feels that extensive data indicate that living
organisms are influenced by many diverse cycles which may or
may not be solar in origin. However, it would appear that
living organism activity, especially in mass activity, can
hardly be looked upon as accidental, isolated occurrences;
but rather, must be looked upon as part of a huge pattern of
thing, no part of which is independent of any other part.
The kind of thinking that Tchijewski offers is also con-
tained in the hypothesis that Wheeler offers -that the course
Of history oscillates between two main psychological types, the
extremes of which he defines as "nationalistic type" and
"individualistic type". As an Important basis for this hypo-
thesis, V/heeler offers the comprehensive list of aggressive
international wars and civil wars against established govern-
ments as drawn up by Sorokin. Such data led Wlieeler to a broad
definition of the extremes:
1^
X07
NATIONALISTIC TYPE
Political centralization, wars
of aggression, and ultimate
dictatorship and tyranny.
Totalitarian economic systems,
Including socialism, communism
and fascism*
Aristocratic forms of social
organization, luxury, small
families, and at their beat
stages, "golden eras".
Classical literature.
INDIVIDUALISTIC TYPE
Political decentralization,
civil wars and anarchy, leading
ultimately to reform springing
from the people.
|
Individualistic economic
I
systems, encouragement of com- '
petition, free trade etc.
Democratic organization of
society, relatively simple
life, and at worst stages,
"dark ages".
Romantic literature.
In analysis. Wheeler found that the oscillation between
these two psychological extremes, agree quite well with the
annual growth of giant sequoia trees in California. From this
he constructed a curve of world climate based on the growth of
many kinds of trees and on historical records of climatic
events such as floods, droughts, cold spells, and good or bad
harvests, famines etc. He also assumed that sunapots can be
used as an indication of temperature. In many instances a
close relation between this climatic curve and historical
changes seem clear; but in others it is doubtful.
Thus, he finds that the main cause of psychological cycles
In history are to be found in the climatic variations. At
this point he falls into what may be termed the "pitfall" of
modern geopoliticians-that of assigning general characteristics
to regional or climatic inhabitants. Nationalistic tendencies
thus become associated with warm climates and individualistic
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tendencies become associated with cooler climate:
'*Since the time of Greece, obaervera have been in almost
complete agreement regarding important correlations be-
tween man and climate. In cooler climate, man is more
vigorous, more aggressive, more persistent, stronger
physically, braver in battle, healthier and less prone to
sexual indulgence* In warmer climates man is more timid,
smaller physically weaker and less courageous but more
inclined to physical pleasure, more effeminate, lazier
and less aggressive. Peoples of cooler climate have trea-
sured liberty, been averse to slavery, built democratic
communities. Warmer climates it was noticed, were con-
ducive to the more reflective pursuits. The birth rate
was much higher in colder regions even though there were
more women, proportionately to men, in the warm regions.
The warmer races were considered to be emotionally less
stabel and dependable," 102
The lack of time and space does not permit us to fully
refute the wide generalizations of Wheeler except to point out
that there are, in our time, notable exceptions to his widely
held opinions. The strong tendency of political centralization
In Germany prior to World War I and II, the complete lack of
personal liberty in Ruoaia (a cold region) under the czars and
later under the communists, the rise of socialism in England
after the second world war—all these offer strong opposition
to the climatic view. The trend toward strong centralization,
however, does not necessarily belie his hypothesis of a cycle
oscillating between two extremes. It does suggest, however,
that the trends are part of a world wide system modified by
regional influences rather than simply within single climatic
areas
,
102-"The Effect of Climate on Human Behavior and History'*
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As experimental evidence of his this is. Wheeler em-
phasizes experiments carried out by Osl© and Mills with white
mice. It was found that raice raised in moderately cool air
differ physically and psychologically from those raised in warm
air. They found that the "cool air" mice were larger and mat-
ured earlier than their "hot air" brethren. They were less
sexually inclined but bred earlier and produced larger litters
more frequently which were mor vigourous. They were also more
alert, learned more easily and remembered better. From this
comes Wheeler's conclusion that the psycholOijical fluctuations
he finds in history are due primarily to variations in tempera-
103
ture,
Huntin^jton objects to the Wheeler conclusions drawn from
the experiment. His first objection is that variations in
temperature within such short periods as a decade are gener-
ally slitj;ht and differences in annual aveiaij;es raely are more
than l/lO of the 15-20 de^^rees which separated the types of
experimental conditions under which the mice were raised.
Second, although slij.ht changes of temperature do occur in the
same direction over large parts of the earth, in other areas
the change is reversed. Third, the rise in temperature in a
cold region does not have the same effect as a simultaneous
rise in a warm region. In a cold region, a rise is likely to
103-"Animal Adaptation to Environmental Temperature Conditions'*
Ogle and Mills—Araer, Journ, Physiol.—117:635—1933
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bo stimulating while in a warm region the result will be
104
harmful*
Perhaps the greatest amount of conclusive preliminary
research on discovery of the primary causes of psychological
cycles has been done by a pair of Germans, the Dulls, Their
work has been confined to establishing the fact that the
appearance of impressive changes in the atmosphere has appro-
ximately coincided with similar changes in the organism.
Numerous experiments have proven the biological effect of short
and considerable amplitude and ran.;^e occur not only during
thunderstorms but also when electricity flows back and forth
at the discontinuities of the atmosphei-e which are recognized
as especially disturbing to the organism. These discontinui-
ties are places where air masses of different types meet at
"cold fronts", "warm fronts", occlusions and inversions. They
are characteristic features of cyclonic storms such as regu-
larly dominate the weather in Europe and the United States.
Sudden electric disturbances which effect man are fourd in the
earth* s atmosphere after the sudden inbreak of electro-magnetic
105
waves and electric particles caused by solar eruptions.
In figure 1 of the accompanying diagram, the arrows
indicate the outbreak of two solar eruptions of incandescent
104
-Hunt ington—lb id
105-"Kosmisch Gelenktes Leben"--the Dulls—Deutschen Rundschau
Jan. 1938—as interpreted by Huntington—"Mainsprings of
Civilization"—Ibid
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gas at an interval of about 3 nours • In such eruptions, the
gas shoots from the solar atmosphere at enormous speeds and
may rise 100,000 Lilies, The curves made 800 miles apart ill-
ustrate the fact that electrical instability in the oarth^s
atmosphere is intimately associated with similar instability
in the suns* 3 atmosphere.
Figure 2 illustrates 15 days during Feb., March, and April
1930 when Copenhagen, Frankfurt -am-main and Zurich had the
most deaths from suicide, mental disorders and diseases of the
nerves, sense organs and circulatory system. The upper curve
indicates the deaths from these causes on 12 days before and 6
days after the days of maximum mortality. The lower curve
indicates the amount of magnetic diaturoance on the same days.
These two curves run almost parallel but the magnetic curve
reaches a maximum a little before the other. It is not at all
likely, accordini£ to Huntin ,ton, that a curve based on 3700
deaths would agree in this way with electroma^inetic curves by
accident.
In figure 3, the arrow indicates 735 days when especially
numerous calcium flocculi on the sun»s surface betokened special
activity in the solar atmosphere. The curve shows how suddenly
suicides in Denmark, Germany and Switzerland increase when the
sun becomes excited.
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CHAPTER Til
SOROKIF'S COITCEPTUAL SYSTEM
I
SUPERSYSTEM
Sorokln has developed his theoi^y of aociocultural ohange
around the idea of three vast superays terns . These three super-
aystems embrace moat of the systems in all cultures. Therefore,
if we can discover the characteristics of each supersystem and
the process of its change, then we should be able to predict
the various phases of the subsystems
•
The three supersys terns are based on an ontologlcal prin-
ciple which defines the ultimate nature of reality and value.
The three concepts of the ultimate nature of reality and value
are:(l) True reality and true value are sensory. This is the
major premise of the Sensate supersys tern, (2) True reality and
value consist in a supersensory, super-natural God, Bralimi
Atman, Tao or its equivalent-the major premise of the Ideational
supersys tem» (3) Ti*ue reality and value are an infinite, man-
ifold, partly supersonsory and supernational, partly rational
and partly sensory-the premise of the Idealistic supersystenu
In the total life history of cultural systems, super-
systems grow and decline. The material possessions of a system
may decrease the funds or mem.:eis of a university or religion.
There may also be a deterioration of the ideaology of a system
which is out of tune with the times.
Ideational truth is truth revealed by the grace of God
through his mouthpieces. Ideational science, philosophy and
religion are concerned primarily with supersensory reality and
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values. Since sensory reality and values are not the true
reality and values, the ideational system of truth is little
Interested in the study of the physical, chemical and biologi-
cal properties of the empirical world. Hence, it makes few, if
any, discoveries in the field of empirical science, and few
technological inventions calculated to increase material comfort
and raise material standards. It is en;_:ro3sed in the supersen-
sory world, aedicated to the eternal verities, in contradistinc-
tion to the temporal truth of the senses.
The idealistic system of truth rsco^^nizes the role of
sense organs and of roason as the source and criterion of the
validity or invalidity of a proposition concerin^^ sensory and
rational pnenomena. In regard to supersensory phenomena, it
claims that any knowledge of these is impossible through sensory
experience and is obtained only through the direct revelation
of God. The systems of Plato, Aristotle, Albertus Magnus and
ThosJaas Aquinas are examples, embracing in one organic whole,
divine as well as sensory and dialectic truth.
The major premise of the Sensate system is that truth and
reality are sensory and their cognition is derived only through
the sense or^^ans. The testimony of the aense or^Taas decides
what is true and what is false. Another name for this is
empiricism.
A system of Sensate truth implies a denial or indifferent
attitude toward any supersensory reality or value. It strongly
favors the study of the sensory world, with its physical, chem-
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leal, and biological properties and relationships*
The Sorokin chart ahowa that during the ideational cen-
turies of Graeco-Roman fine arts (from the eighth to the sixth
centuries B»C#) the number of discoveries and inventions were
low. With the second half of the sixth century B.C» the number '
greatly increased, remained on a high level up to the fourth
century A»D«-A period dominated by a sensate art and by the
truth of the Sf^nses, Beginning with the 5th century A«D«, it
sharply declined, remained very low until the thirteenth century,
a period dominated by an ideational art and by ideational truth.
Starting with the 13th century, it began to rise more and more
rapidly, until in the 10th and 19th centuries it reached an
unpreoedentedly high level, the 19th alone yielded more dis-
coveriea and inventions than all the preceding centuries to-
gether*
In the sensate cultures and societies, the systeras of
philosophy based upon ideational or idealistic truths decline.
The sensate form of art, the systems of philosophy, sensory
truth, scientific discoveries, and technological inventions more
in conjunction, risin^a, or declining, with the rise or decline of
the sensate supersystera of culture. Similarly, ideational and
Idealistic truths, likewise, move tOe' ether. Their movement is
essentially opposite to that of sensate art, science, technology
and empirical philosophy.
A fully developed sensate system of truth and cognition
is inevitably materialistic, viewing everything in its material-
c
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Is tic, aspects. Material values become paramount, beginning
with omnipotent wealth and ending with all the values that sat-
isfy man's physiological needs and material comfort.
The sensory world is in a state of incessant flux and
becomini;i# Nothin^ is unchaaj^eable in it, not even an eternal
supreme being. Mind dominated by the truth of the aenses simply
cannot perceive any permanency, but apprehends all values in
terms of shift and transformation. This leads to an increasing
neglect of the eternal values, which como to be replaced by
temporary or short time considerations
•
Sensate society roainly appreciates the present. Since the
past is irretrievable and no longer exists, while the future
Is not yet here and is uncertain, only the present moment is
temporal and subject to incessant change, and since sensory
perception differs in the case of different organisms, indivi-
duals and groups, nothing absolute exists. Everything may
appear to be true, and under other conditions false. Relativ-
ism, once accepted, inevitably becomes more and more uncom-
promising, until finally all relative truths and values are
completely "relativized" and reduced, so to speak, to atoms.
Sooner or later relativism thus gives place to skepticism,
cynicism and nihilism. The boundary line between the true and
false, between right and wrong, dii^ appears and society finds
itself in a state of veritable mental, moral and cultural
anarchy. No society can long exist under those conditions.
cc
Either it perishes or it substitutes another system of truth,
one sounder and more adequate to its needs.
It is necessary to realize clearly the difference between
the ideational truth of faith and the sensate truth of the
senses. If either is regarded as the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, the two become mutually irreconcilable, '^at
appears true from the standpoint of ideational truth is ig-
norance and superstition from the standpoint of sensate truth
and vice versa. To the pagan Graeco-Roman thinkers, swayed by
the truth of the senses, the emerging revealed truth of Chris-
tianity appeared but mere superstition and ignorance. During
the Renaissance the submerged truth of the senses reemerged
and began rapidly to drive out the revealed truth of Christia-
nity.
When the totality of the relevant evidence is considered,
it demonstrates that in the history of Graeco-Roman and Western
cultures the tliree systems of truth fluctuated in their rise
and decline.
Prom the eighth to the sixth century B.C. Greek culture
was essentially ideational both in its system of art and in
that of truth. Homer »s, Hesiod»s and the Orphic and Pytha-
gorean worlds are those of gods. From the second part of the
Sixth century B.C., when sensate truth began to emerge and
Ideational truth began to decline to the end of the fourth
century B.C. The idealistic system of art and truth prevailed
6
as a synthesis of the sensate and ideational system.
The period from the end of the fourth centiiry B.C. to
approximately the close of the fourth century A.D. presents a.
picture of sensate culture. The fourth century to the end of
the twelfth century was characterized by an exceptionally strong
development of ideational art and truth. This period is marked
by a decline of empirical and materialistic philosophy, rela-
tivism, utilitarianism, and other traits of the sensate men-
tality, as well as of scientific discoveries and inventions.
Between the end of the twelfth and fourteenth century.
Idealistic systems of art and truth prevailed. After the four-
teenth century, sensate systeros of truth reasserted themselves,
and have dominated up to the present time. This is revealed
by the growth of sensate philosophy (empiricism, materialism,
skepticism and agnosticism) the rapid multiplication of
scientific discoveries and inventions; the split of Christia-
nity and its ideational culture into the eastern and western
branches and later into Catholics and Protestants, each of
which exhibited a further cleavage into various sects, hersies,
and schisms. All branches of Christianity, henceforth, showed
decreasing creativity, some became mainly ritualistic and dog-
matic institutions, while others represented a sort of second
hand social gospel.
Why does one system of truth rise hold sway and then de-
cline to give way to another system of truth? By virtue of the
principle of immanent change, each of the three integrated
6-
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forms of Ideational, Idealistic, and Senaate supersystems can-
not help changing, rising, growing, existing full blooded for
acme time and then declinging.
The number of intergrated forms of culture is limited to
^Ive; (1) The nature of true reality is supersensory (ideation-
al) (2) It is sensory (Sensate), (3) It has both aspects in-
separable from one another (idealistic). (4) lb is entirely
unknown and unknowable (skepticism). (5) It is known only in
its phenomenal aspect, while in its transcendental aspect it
is unknowable (agnosticism). Since the last two are negative,
and can hardly serve as a basis for a long existing integrated
culture, by virtue of the principle of limits the three others
(sensate, idealistic, ideational) cannot help being repeated
in the integrated cultures.
Furthermore, the rhythm of the supersystems is possible
because each supersystem is partly true and partly false; partly
adequat^e and partly inadequate. Because if one system were
entirely true then the other two would be false. The one
system that is entirely true would exist and dominate forever.
It is inconceivable that an entirely false and inadequate systeia
of reality and truth could dislodge an entirely true system.
If we assume that the each of these systems is entirely false,
it is nothing but error and fallacy, none of them could dominate
for any length of time, and still l;;ss could recur beyond a
certain limit because no human oeing, society or culture would
cc
endure the conditon of complete ignorance and error. Therefore
It must be assumed that each syatem is partly true and partly
false.
When such a system grows and oecomes more and more
monopolist ically dominant, its false part tends to grow and its
valid part tends to decrease. It tends to drive out all the
other systems of truth and reality and with them the valid part
they contain. As it becomes more dominant, and loses its
validities and becomes more and more inadequate. As such, it
becomes less and less capable of serving as an instrument of
adaptation, and as an experience for real satisfaction of the
needs of its bearers. The society and culture built on such
a premise become more and more empty, false, ignorant; there-
fore powerless, disorderly, and base; ignorance, and pure
illusions. The moment comes when the false part of the syatem
begins to overweigh its valid part. Under such conditons, the
society is doomed either to perish, or it has to change its
major premise and with it, its system cf culture. In this
way the dominant system prepares its own downfall and paves
the way for the ascendence and domination of the rival systems
of truth and reality, which is, under the circumstances, more
true and valid than the outworn and degenerated dominant system
The new dominant system undergoes again the same tragedy and
sooner or later is replaced by its rival.
Under the above asiiurnptions , the recurrence of the super-
QQ
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rhythm of Ideational-ldeallatlc-sensate systems of truth and
reality and of corrosponding systems of culture, beccraes not
only comprehensible but logically and factually inevitable.
The order of sequence of the phases; ideational, idealistic
sensate, is not necessarily uniform. In the study of the his-
tory of Graeco-Roman and V/estern cultures, the idealistic stage
came after the ideational, but not after the sensate, because
In the overripe stage of sensate culture, man becomes so "wild"
that he cannot, and does not want to, tame himself and like a
reckless driver, can be brought to his senses only by catastro-
phic tragedy and punishment, as imminent consequences of his
folly. These call for the policemen of history who impose,
first, a iriard and purely physical coercion upon him, as the
totalitarian police of history do; and the, gradually, after
this strenuous taming, he is put into the strait jacket of the
ideational culture for a construe Live and real re-education
and re-orientation in regard to himself as toward the world of
values and the total reality.
In other words, the too wild sensate man is less able to
turn spontaneously into an idealist and to create an idealis-
tic culture, after the crumbling of tne over sensate than is an
Ideational man-such as a monk-who comes out of his cell and the
aupersensory world, and begins to discern the beauty of the
world of the senses, begins to grasp it, understand it, and
value it. It is easier to descend from the heights of the

Ideational snowpeak to the beautiful plateau of idealistic rea-
lity than to ascend from the plain of the over ripe sensate
culture to that idealistic plateau. Going down is easier than
climbing up, when going down and climbing are considered as free
and spontaneous, and not forced, as in the case with the
passage from the sensate to the ideational, imposed by calamity
and enforced by the rude coercion of the policemen of history.
This consideration helps us somewhat to understand why the
sequence in the cultures has been as it is; and why such a
sequence probably will be found-though hardly universally in
the life history of other cultures* However the cons idei'at ion
is purely empirical and, as such, it does not imply any nece-
ssity for such a sequence to be universal in time or space.
Sorokin sees in the ^resent status of Western culture
"The begining of the disintegration" of the sensate supersystem.
He sees it passing, within the perlo^i of a few decades, into
a new Ideational or Idealistic phase with certain characteris-
tics marking the transitional period:
1. There will be a gradual diminishing of the limits of
values; between right and wrong, true and false,
beautiful and ugly. Part of this can be seen in pre-
sent day art and the philosophy of the relativists,
and the social scientists.
2. On increasing interpretation of man and his behavior
in terms of physical, mechanical and materialistic
philosophy.
3. "Pressure groups" replace "public opinion".
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4-Might becomes right once again.
5
-Unatable governinents .
6-Disl.ntegration of the family.
a. Increase In divorce and separation,
b. Marriage as a setting for sex,
c. Loss of child-family relatlonsnip.
7-Wane of the creative, "The place of the Newtona,
Galileos, Darwins, Kaats, Dantes, Shakespeares will
be increasingly taken by psuedo thinkers, scientists,
picture and music makers."
a. Quantitative values replace qualitative.
b. "Thought replaced by ' information please'."
c. Cultural values of past degraded.
S-Material values docline. Standard of living will decreas
9-Suicides, mental disease and crime will grow.
Then, claims Sorokin, will come a catharsis with new
minds emanating, that will mark the begining into an idealist-
106
ic culture.
Whether he has taken present day trends to fonnulate
a theory or whether he bases his theory on history of past
cultures -or both-the indications of both are certainly present
to inake this prediction plausible.
106-"Soclal and Cultural Dynamics" --Vol. 4-Pages 775-779

CAUSAL SYSTE?.!S
A pure causal system is one characterized by the exis-
tence of a tangible one-sided or lautual dependency of its
parts; and of the parts upon the whole, provided that the
dependence is due to tne physiochemical or biologic properties
of the whole and its parts
.
An assembled automobile is a causal system. An unassembl-
ed auto with parts scattered is a mere conseries of physical
objects.
Sociocultural systems are characterized by tne identical
dependence and inter dependence of their parts upon one
another and upon the whole; and of the whole upon the parts;
but this Inter dependence is not entirely due (and sometimes
due not at all) to the physical and biological parts properties,
but principally (and sometimes exclusively) to the fact that
the parts are the vehicles of the same system of meanings.
Systems of meanings -logically inter dependent meanings.
Congeries of meanings -isolated and widely unrelated ideas.
All the groups of meanings that tangibly exist and exhibit
these forms of compatible dependence or inter dependence are
systems of meanings. The rest are congeries.
Some feel that all causality is conceived as a necessary
relationship eitner objectively sustained by the variables or
subjectively imposed by our minds as an "a priori" category.
There is no necessity in such a relationship viewing it

aa an empirical, stable association of two or more variables.
In terras of David Hume, a mere recurrent empirical "contiguity
and succession" of A and B«
If two variables, A and B, are in such a relationship that
each time A is given, B is also given and whenever A varies, B
•varies, such a relationship is causal. It is characteristic
of the inseparability of A and B. A ia the cause or factor,
or the independent variable. The relationship remains causal
and functional if this iuseparability is mutual and instead
of one sided dependence of effect upon cause, we have mutual
interdependence of the two variables. In socioculture we
hardly find any relationship between A and B which is insepar-
able. A and B appear together but not exclusively. Relation-
ship is chance. The difficulty is in knowing which is A,
The difficulty in measuring sociocultural phenomena as
opposed to tne measurement of the physiochemical and biological
phenomena is that the former consists of three components:
1-Immaterial spaceless and timeless meanings.
2-Material (physiochemical and biologic) vehicles.
3-Huraan agents that bear, use and operate the meanings
with the help of the material vehicles.
Hydrogen, iron, electricity, protoplasm do not possess
any traits absolutely different frora its physical or biologic
attributes; but a musical composition is an instrumentality for
the ob jectification and externalization of a system of meanings.

As soon as we strip a sooiocultural phenomonon of its
components of meanings, we cease to have a sooiocultural phe-
nomenon and it becomes a mere physical or biological phenomenon*
A book stripped of its meanings or ideas becomes simply a
material object with certain physical and chemical properities.
The same material shell can serve as a vehicle for the widest
range of meanings. The shell remains but meanings change,
A building may be a church and later be converted into a
theatre. Vehicles are not always rriarrled to the same meanings.
A piece of cloth may wipe windows, it may also become a flag
in whose behalf multitudes of lives may be sacrificed.
Again, what is materially or physically identical is
often fundamentally different culturally by virtue of the
difference of meaning or value imputed to it. Likewise a series
of very different material things and phenomena which appear
to be independent and unrelated to one another causally may
nevertheless exhibit definite unity and constitute a well
integrated system of interdependent factors -If all embody
the same principle meanings or value, ^^'he bond that unites
them is not the identity nor spatial judgement, nor causal
interdependence due to their physical and biological properties
but, rather, either the identity of meanings they express or
the consistent system of meanings and values they incarnate.
Many and scattered are the phenomena that incarnate the
Roman Catholic faith. We can deliver no causal rolgLtionship
c
by examinig only the Intrinsic qualities of church buildings,
holy water, prayer book, etc. Harvard University with its
oollection of numerous and heterogeneous ob jects-slass flowers,
corpses, paintings, brooms, etc. --What causal connections
exist? What unity? Yet, they are part of a single system,
Interdependency is not due to the inherent qualities of the
objects but to the fact that they are vehicles or instruments
of the same systems of meanings and values.
Causal relationship is characterized by the tangible, stati)|o
or dynamic one sided or mutual dependence of those phenomena.
If A is given, B is givenj if A changes, B changes • If such
interdependence is lacking between A and B, they stand not
In a causal but solely a chance relationship.
The question to be decided is whether meanings of a socio-
oultural phenomena represent a system and hence a sociocultural
system. If they do, then no matter what empirical space, time
vehicles are employed, they constitute an empirical socio-
cultural system. If not, they represent sociocultural congeries
Religion, art, law, government, capitalism, economics,
revolution, war, crime-each are made up of a fantastic medley
of phenomena devoid of unity or uniformity. Yet, the meaning
ties seemingly differentiated phenomena of vehicles and agents
to the same class.
Purely causal relationships between physical er chemical
objects do exist, however, these are not sociocultural phenomena
128

When natural phenomena form cultural elements, they become
vehicles of meanings (flag), their natural properties are
subdued by the properties superimposed upon the system of
meanings whose external agency they have become. On the other
hand, the vehicles may impose some modifications and limitations
to the meaning.
These are purely causal and purely meaningful systems, as
well as purely causal and purely meaningful congeries.
Purely causal systems, in contradistinction to meaningful
systems, are virtually non existent among sociocultural phenom-
ena as such.
'Kb union of these two systeins makes an empirical socio-
cultural system. Such a union leads to a transformation of
the naioral properties of the vehicles and agents and of their
natural relationships; on the other hand, it produces a mod-
ification of the pure system of meanings by their vehicles
and agents
•
The component meaning of sociocultural phenomena is
not determined by physical space, physical time and the causal-
Ity of natural science and since meanings lack material mass,
volume and color, sound, chemical composition, etc., none of
the physiochemical principles are applicable to them. Social
sciences need their own framework of referential principles
and methods.
The terms are different. Social movements, tempo, mass
129

of wealth as applied to natural sciences and social sciences
possess solidarity. Social sciences deal with ideas.
If A and B were always found in conjunction, the analysis
would be a simple operation. We must rely on the more or
less stable associations. We replace the strictly causal
relationships with the probable or chance associations of the
variables in contemporary social science. *^he objective of
causal, factoral analysis now aims, not so much to discover
the permanent mcnogomous marriages (necessary relationship)
between the variables, as to discover just which variables are
associated more regularly and which are entirely independent.
Cause and effect are replaced by the variables. The cause
becomes an independent variable, the effect a dependent variable,
The study of stable associations has become mechanistic-
externalist ic as well as probablistic.
The study is ccncerned with chance relationship, devoid
of any inner (necessary) ties.
The variables are externalist ic, trans subjective, materi-
al (space-time) phenomena that can be observed by a detective
external to them; figures and data, not ideas or meanings.
The dependent variable (effect) is often considered
to be the passive victim of the independent variable (cause)
which by pressing or pushing the variable, effect, to behave,
it does.
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The observer examines the variables as frequently as
possible, in all clrovimstances, and to register how many times
they occur separately or with other variables. I'his is the
statistical teclinlque of study. There is also the experimental
observational and clinical.
The conception of causality in the natural and social
sciences from the 16th to the 19th century was predominantly
deterministic and causal. Phenomena were regarded as being
together by rigid causal relationship as the necessary relation-
ship arising from the nature of things, i'hey were considered
as Immutable and unvariable; therefore, strictly uniform,
"Social phenomena are under the domination of unvarying law
107
in precisely the same sense that astronomical phenomena are,"
In the 20th century, the natural and social sciences have
replaced this strict causality by that of chance relationship.
At the present time, the law of chance is the fundamental and
indispensable part of all physical laws; and all the predictions
in the piiysical sciences are based upon "the assumption of
non correlation of the behavLpr of particles which is derived
103
from the law of chance,"
A similar about face has oocured in the social sciences.
How reliable are the results obtained?
"Dynamics of i^ocioloey"—Lester Ward-New York-1904
108-"The Philosophy of Physical Sciences" -Sir Arthur Eddington-
London-iai5

^ince the contemporary conception of the association
between aociocultural variables is based upon porbability, no
conclusions obtained can ever be certain. At best, it can
only be roughly approximate and ...ore or less probable. Its
very nature makes it also temporary and provincial in its
probable valldity-not universal, Since the explorer can never
investigate all the past, present and future relationships
between his variables, A and B, he cannot consider his find-
ings universally valid. In so far as valid and universal
certainty is the main objective of scientific research, the
probalistic conception aims only at a second class "provincial
validity of an inferior kind.
Further, the total number of observed cases of A and B
is only a fraction of all possible cases of the association
under investigation. If we investigate 10,000 cases of murder
and find all the murderers were brace iocephalic and blondes,
we cannot conclude that the cause is bracolocephallsm and
blondlsm, because 10,000 is a fraction of the total. Furjbher,
mistaken identity of the factors out of the millions posaible
presents another pitfall.
There is hardly a single sociocultural phenomenon whose
cause or factor is the same according to all the existing
theories
•
A giiien phenomenon, occurs In thousands of different
circumstances, ^he total observed number of cases is but
a small fraction of the total past and present niimber of
r
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occurrences of X. The ratio of probability, or the coefficient
of correlation is far from being perfect or high.
The experiiaental method is useless in sociology because
we never can have truly experimental conditions, contollable
with concomitant variables.
Statistical devices as "representatives of the saraple",
"standard deviation" and especially "the probable error" are,
for the most part, purely technical fictions which are in no
way moasuree or indications of the presence or absence of
real error in the conclusiona. ^11 that they really mean
is a conventional device for measuring the conventional degree
of the technical error in regard to the technical araount of
the data "processed according to the conventional technique".
In ma^y^cases, not only is the formula for computing the
"probable error" erroneous, but the whole material, data and
procedure as well as the conclusions are fallacious. These
devices are often representative of nothing but "a misleading
exactness".
"We must beware of confounding the degree of precision
with the certainty of science itself.
The certainty of science and our precision in the
knowledge of it are two very different things. A very
absurd proposition may be very precise and a very
certain proposition may be wanting In precis icn in our
own statement of it, as for instance, when we assert
that every man will die." 109
We cultivate mainly "precise absurdities" or "exact un-
certainties .
1Q9-" Positive Philosophy" -Augustus Comte
* •
c
In order to get around the problen, we often turn to
the principle of multiple causation, A given variable is the
effect of several factors. For example, war has been
explained as the result of several factors;
1-Universal law of the struggle of existence.
2-The herd instinct.
3-Pugnacit7 Instinct.
4
-Pear, lust for power.
5-Sunspots
•
6-Religious
.
7-i?.conomic
.
8-Manifestation of the Oedipus coraplejs.
These factors belong fundamentally to different planes of
reality and, as such, are neither commensurable or comparable.
How is it poBslble to compare the role of sun spots and that
of fear or luatj There is no measuring stick applicable to
all the factors. If we take "causes" given for World War I,
we find that the only thing they have in common is that they
were present immediately before or at the begining of the
war. But, then, we should include and consider millions of
'^ther conditions existing then as part of our multiple caus-
ation. If we exclude all others, why do we keep only a chosen
few? "i'hey are the few incidental conditioas chosen hapharzard-
ly or arbitrarily and mistaken for causes.
Social scientists usually forget the "principle of limits"
beyond which the phenomenon does not hold. There is a thresh-
old of effectiveness. We find an association between poverty
and birth rate-below the physiological minimum, has an adverse
effect on fertility, but above the line of comparative poverty
c
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does not necessarily have the aaia© result. At some point,
compared with a state of relative coi-nfort, it may serve as a
stimulus or be associated with Increased fertility*
When an investigator fails to keep in mind these componen-
tial structures of soclocultural phenomena meanings, vehicles,
and agents; v/hen vehicles are compared, we tend to compare
the objects themselves --the material rather than the meaning
It has as a part of a soclocultural system. Can we take any
single variable of a systen of meanings, say the number of
unemployed, or the amount of pig iron produced as an adequate
vehicle for t he eoonoralc variable, and the figures for church
attendance or the number of church buildings as the adequate
vehicles for the religious variable?
VrAien c<&rtain material phenomena are examined as variables,
we get nowhere if they are taken as a species of cultural
phenomena but without a full apprehension of the variables
as a mere vehicle for the meanings operating in a certain
constellation of meanings, vehicles and agents. On the other
hand, if the investigator gives full consideration to all
three components -meaning, vehicles and agents he must abandon
his externalisbic, objective, probablistic platfoi'm and become
a "logico-meaningful" investiga'^or
•
ilnother error is comparing meanings of one system with
vehicles of another system. It is like comparing the anatomy
Of a fish»s tail with the respiration.- of a horse. That
(c
occurs when one attempts to establish a causal factoral rel-
ationship between religious beliefs (a system of meanings) and
economic conditions (as the system of vehicles and agents of
an economic system) • ^he Llarxian theory that the economic
factor determines the rest of the sociocultural pattern inakes
the sarae error. Max Weber contends that it is religion that
really determines the form of economic system. The variables
are incommensurable. No valid conclusion is possible except
the arbitiMary conclusion accordint^ to the bias of the investi-
gator can be infered without the possibility of either proving
or disproving its validity.
Karx claims that the mode of production of material life
determines the general character of the social, political, and
110
spiritual processes of life. He takes the component of
material vehicles and agents of economic systems and concluded
that these ideologies are determined by the economic factor.
The dichotoraous theories of technological v.s. ideological
cultures held by many sociologists fail to realize that there
are three components to each system. Some, therefore, compare
the vehicles and meanings of the same system. VVhen they are
considered as independent entities not as components of the
same system, they are as a leg cut from the body-not capable of
existing by themselves.
110-"A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy" —Karl
Marx—New York—1904
c
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In Investigations of factors cr independent variables of
the structure, equilibrium and changes of soclocultural pheno-
w»nA, three methods are used:
1-The purely externalistic in which the factor is sought
in an agency outside of the phenomenon studied.
2-The internal in which the factor of a given phenomenon
is taken from one of its oloments but is ti'oateu as if it
were external to it»
3-The external-internal in which factors are derived partly
from outside agencies and partly from the elements of th©
phenomenon itself.
The external approach is well enough for congeries but
iociooultural systems are going concerns and within themselves
unfold changes which are immanent* Much as a child changes
from infancy to full maturity, it has its own particular rhythm,
tdmpo, direction with each phase conditioned by the preceding
one* One must examine the inner nature of the system, its
components, its potentialities, to explain changes. Whether
the system is a family, religious or industrial system, the
direction of the phases and the forms of the changes are im-
plicit in the system itself since the moments of its emergence.
The blunders are:
1-They ascribe the causation to an external factor instead
of looking for it within the system itself.
2-In making this mistake they select as the causative
"villian" the wrong culprit that produce the whole change.
Soaie investigators choose for the factor X a variable
that objectively is an element of the soclocultural system
under investigation* Thus, when Marx says that all socio-
cc
oultural phenomena are a function of the economic factor, he
takes the economic factor, which is a part of the sociocultural
field and treats it as an independent variable and as the cause.
It is as if on© would cut out the lungs of an organisin to treat
it as an independent factor • It would die-it cannot exist
apart from th© crganism,
A further ei»ror is to name one factor of a system as the
eauso of the whole. The eye is the factor that determines the
structure and changes of the entire organism.
The natural science conception of causality or association
to aociocultural phenomena is amply deraonstrated by the in-
variable failure of all the persistent attempts to apply it
practically and operationally. A crime is concriltted. \Vho is
the cause? The parents who begat the child? The guy who sold
him the knife? The cabby who drove him to the scene? Many of
the physical agents of crime are deemed guiltless—children,
the insane, self-defense emergency etc. --and are not punished.
Hence, the natural science concept of causality caniiot bo in-
troduced into the penal code as a basis for assessing penalty
or responsibility.
What, then, should be the procedure?
l-3eparation of systems from congeries.
a-»Two or more variables may be isolated congeries
in which case the study will be an investigation of
inter congeries relationships.
b-One or more of the variables raay be systems,
whereas the others are isolated congeries.
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c-Two or more variables may bo part of the sarae
system or may be different systems, in which case
the study will be a study of intra-system relation-
ships •
The iiethods and techniques must be differentiated in ex-
amining these categories. Variables which are congeries can
be investigated in terms of contemporary procedure of causal-
faotoral-associational analysis. The three componential struc-
ture, together with the principle of immanent change, immanent
phases, tempo, rhytfims, limit relations with other sys terns
#
The meaning component gives us the first clue as to
whether the variable is a congeries or a system. A system has
a consistent set of meanings mutually dependent upon one another
whereas congeries are only a dump of unrelated meanings.
How can we recognize the diverse elements of a system
separated by time and space? For example, the variables of a
religious system as the Catholic spreading over the world,
different languages, time, etc. involving a diversity of indi-
viduals. By considering the meaningful aspect of sociocultural
phenomena, through institutions, logic and then observation, wa
can decide whether a given variable is a congerie or a system.
If we know they are connected in a system, we must ascertain
whether the given complex of meanings of the variables has its
vehicles and a^^ents, if so, what they are, and whether the three
oompoaents of each variable show a tangible inter dependence.
The investigator must determine the degree of inter depen-
dence of the system. Do the vehicles and agents objectify and
109

socialize its systen of meanings adequately? How marked is the
conductivitj of the system fron component to component? What
are the physiochemlcal and biological properties of the vehicles
and agents Does the systeni of laeanings contain congeries?
What are the potentialities of the system, its rhytlmis, ph&ses
Of existence, tempo. of its cimnges, at what stage is it at the
moraent of investigation? Is the system a sub systera in a
larger systerii? V/ith what system is it coordinated and amidst
what system and congerios does it exist and function?
In studying congeries v;e can use the prevalent probabi-
listic associational analysis to see how close this chance re-
lationship is« Of course, under any circ^amstance the chance
association io highly tentative, localized and temporary-
Incapable of being generalized as something certain, universal
and perennial.
In Russia, statistical studies showed that the years of
bad crops were also years of abnormal destruction of houses
and other goods by fire* Meaningfully, bad crops and unusual
loss by fire are congeries in their relationships to one ano-
ther» They are unrelated meanings. The chance association
came about through a common factor of strong winds • Winds cause
drought and, hence, poor crops and also cause spreading of
fires. Hence, the external agency causes tangible association
Of tv;o congeries. But thla association is local and temporary.
Since congeries and chance phenomena, the probablistic concep-
rc
tlon and tedhnlque is the proper method for investigating their
relationships
•
In the study of intersystem relationship, one should
attempt to discover if the variables and their systems of
meanings are related * This creates an initial presumption of
not only meaningful but causal interdependence of the variables.
If the vehicles and agents of the systems are in contact through
a comiuon system (supersystem) there is a reasonably certain
ground for concluding that, in their coexistence and changes,
they will-therefore-probably display a substantial interdepen-
dence. It is difficult to discover causal uniformities be-
tween systems. Such processes as war, revolutions, prosperity,
emergencies, rise and decline of certain religions, artistic,
political and philosophical systems are separated by consider-
able and unequal time intervals. They take place under diverse
conditions and they possess a vast number of characteristics
which are unique for each occurrence. It is most difficult to
detect real relationships and causal connections between such
processes. The natural sciences have an advantage in that
their phenomena are endlessly repeated under identical con-
ditions wiiich permit scientists to apply rules of induction to
his experimental studies. Sociologists can use meaningful in-
duction to discover which relationships among sooiocultural
systems are accidental and which are causal-meaningful. It
enables us to determine the causal interdependence bf^^v-on
c
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phenomena which are repeated only a few times, appear quite
dissimilar from the perceptional standpoint, occur under most
diverse conditions and are scattered in apace and time; in
brief among phenomena where any externalistic induction is
utterly useless*
Sorokin purports to show the interdependence among enor-
mous numbers of systems and processes that constitute the idea-
tional, idealistic and sensate supersystems of culture. Per-
ceptionally, there is no resemblance between the impressionistic
and singularistic mentality, the improvement of the material
standard of living and the contractual and compulsory character
of social relations. Yet there is an interdependence. They
function and change together as the articulation of the sensate
supersystera, each part depending upon the whole, and the whr>le
•upersystem depending upon its parts. The same is true of the
subsystem variables that make up the ideational and idealistic
supersystems. Only through the clue of the relationships of
the meanings of each of these subsystems was it possible to
even conceive of their interdependence.
By static, meaningful, causal relationship is meant the
relationship where A is given, B,C,D, are given (provided A,B,
G,D are meaningfully, causally connected). Knowing the essen-
tial character of A (say of the sensate supersystem) we can say;
if the sensate phase of the system is given, then such and such
B,C,D,E...n will be given because A and B,C,D,E..n ar^- -^.eaning-
e
fully and causally connected* Given A we can predict that its
art (B) will be eiaotional visual, that its system of truth (C)
will be predominantly empirical, with concentration on the
natural sciences and technological inventions, that super-
sensory religion will play a very modest part, while business
And empirical science will have an enormous role in such a Ipul*
ture (D) ; that its ethics and law (E) will be predominantly
utilitarian, hedonistic and expedient; that its government (P)
will be secular, led by military, rich or professional groups;
that its literature (G) will be predominantly realistic, sen-
sual, somewhat erotic, with a common type of people as its main
personnages, mixed liberally with "glamour girls", criminal,
prostitute and other sub social types. The same is true of the
Ideational and idealistic systems* When either is given, we
can predict a large number of forms that would bt assumed by
its art, philosophy, religion, ethics, social organization-
sinoe this is A and its B ,C,D,£««n are causally and meaning*
fully connected.
So fax^ as a discovery of causal relationships is possibly
the supreme aim of any study, by the meaningful-organic approach
we discover a large number of such relationships, guarded by
the meanings and through the method of cyatem and super systems
»
rhythms and super rhythms. Prom this standpoint our method has
all the predictive value which any genuine causal connection
has: if A is given, 6,C,D,...n will be there. If A is absent.
c
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the rest will be absent • In addition, the meaningful-causal
relationship here ooncerns not merely tv/o variables, but a
nexus of many variables from all the main compartraonts of cul-
ture, and a large number of variables within the system of cul-
ture. If a super system passes from the ideational phase to
the idealistic (A), then all the embraced rhythms and all their
aub rhythms also pass from the ideational to the idealistic
phase* If a culture is known to be ideational we can predict
with a reasonable degree of accuracy the status of its system
of art, religion, eto#
If we aaaume that at the present time, our culture entered
the transition form its dominant sensate to the Ideational
phase, this datum is q,uite sufficient to predict hundreds of
trends in our culture, such as increase in war and revolution
in transitory periods -because in ouch a pcilod, war and revo-
lution uniformly increase; a decrease in economic well being
for the same reason; a progressively increasing depreciation
Of most sensate values, begining with money and prestige of rich
classes as such; a slowing of tempo of increase in scientific
and inventions; a decline of contractual relationships, an in-
creasing evaluation and role of supersensory religion; a dec-
reasing empiricism, in all its varieties and an increasing
taysticism, religious rationalism, fleiam and so on; a decline
of utilitarian and hedonistic ethics; a transformation of law
in the same direction; a decline of visual sensate, sensual and
rc
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jjrotic forms and contents of art and so on...All these trends
will be given if the major premise is accurately diagnosed.
Through the mechanical procedure as used by the natural sciences
the relationships between variables and their interdependence
between the meanings, vehicles and human agents of a superjjysten
could never be discovered.
INTEGRALISTIC CONCSPTICN (SOROKIN) OF THE RELATIONSHJ?
OP SOCIOCULTURAL PKENOI.IENA V.S. THE CONTEMPORARY FRO-
BABLISTIC-EXTERNALISTIC CONCEPT
I. Probablistic-externalistic.
Relationships are chance (or congeries), some
more stable than others, some independent.
Integralist conception.
Relations divided into two classes; (1) -Chance
relationships between congeries and (2) -meaningful-causal re-
lationship between the parts of the same system and between the
respective systems. Meaningful-causal relationships are an
excellent example of the law of sufficient reason as the most
adequate definition of the cause and effect relationship.
II. Probablistic conception.
Copying natural sciences, whose phenomena
lack the meaningful component. Neither do the social scientists
look for it in their fields. Ve riables have to be few in
number and highly recurrent. Comprehensive systems such as the
Economic system. Democracy, religion are not amenable to such a
study.
f

Intecralistlo conception.
Views the meaningful component as the most
Important specificum of a given phenomenon and hence, use it
as the most helpful and decisive clue for discovering whether
the given variables are chance congeries or are tied together
by ineaningful-cauaal ties. Meaning etc. is the only way to tie
|
together diverse phenomena. The integralist is guided by fecund
Judgement in his observation. The old boys reported what
happened without regard to it.
III. The probablistic-externalist looks for only
jraore or less stable or unstable relationship. The integralist
looke for chance relationships between congeries and for in-
timate meaniii(7,ful-causal relationships between the components
of a system.
IV. Since the probablist regards everything as a
mere chance variable, it has to grab at everything hit or miss,
trial and error. This represents a lot of wasteful effort. The
integralist is guided by a meaningful component system—all
variables Y/ith same nieanings belong to the same system; oth&rs
may be congeries or parts of another system.
V. The probablist treats congeries and systems in the
•ame externalistic-probablistic way. The integralist is free
from this deficiency.
VI. To the probablist all changes are regarded as a
result of external, incidentally picked factors, multiple

U7
causation oxplaining the whole by its parts. The integralist
views conseries changes as chance phenomena, "caused" by chance
•xtemal factors* Changes in systems are sutdied differently
^ immanent change )
•
VII. The probablist, by confusing congeries with
systems, often mixes variables of the same or other systems to-
gether. It may join tv/o unrelated congeries together. The in-
tegralist does not unite into one variable a concoction of
heterogeneous thing. He deals in uniformities in the systems
and in the intersystem relationships. He rejects the dicho-
tomists theories of time uniformity exhibited by the lead and
lag of two concoctional variables. Ko substitues instead time
tiniformity exhibited of change in various compartments of the
same system of sequence of phases in the change of the same
system and of interdependent change of components of the system
and interconnected systems, as well as uniformity of relation-
ship in the super rhythms, rhythm, sub rhythms and sub sub
rhythms of the subordinated systems* The same is true of tempo
xaniformities and the uniformities of spatial distribution of
cultural values.
VIII. The analysis of the probablistic is necessa-
rily statistcal. But purely experimental settings in socio-
oultural phenomenon, is hardly ever possible; hence application
for the strictly inductive rules is ruled out. Observation in
clinical or case study technique is not sufficient. Each
€
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variable in relationship^ other variables present, presents
different conditions. No conclusions derived from audi a case
can b© generalized and regarded as a uniformity* Only statis-
tical technique makes it at all feasible to attempt to unravel
the uniformities in the relations of the variables in question*
This requires gathering as many instances of the variables as
possible (although the enumeration Is rarely exhaustive or even
representative or sufficient), and involves the complicated
technique of their "processing** with all its arbitrary assump-
tions and its uncertainties as to the validity of the results.
The integralist uses the statistical technique (in Modi-
fied form) in dealing with congeries. The study of relation-
Ship of meanings together with the subsequent investigation of
presence or absence of contact between meaningful vehicles,
tnd agents, furnishes much more ground for a conclusion. This
Ifl especially true in relations in vast and complex system
variables-fine arts, religion, etc* After arriving at a con-
elusion in this way, one should make a statistical or observa-
tional test of their empirical validity* This test may be
simplified by choosing the relevant variables yielded by the
analysis, instead of indiscriminately collecting every case
that suggests thti variable in question.
e
CHAPTER VIII
COUCLUSIOU
cc
CONCLUSION
Despite the persistence of concepts and generalizations
by thinkers in various eras regarding rhytlunic properties in
the universe or society, only in recent times have the begininge
of data purporting to show rhytiams and periodicities in given
fields appeared. Thus far, it seems that attempts to relate
data from the diverse fields fall short of correlating rela-
tionships due to :
1-Doubtful data.
2-Av8i'aglng required to attempt correlation.
3-The lack of accepted systematic usage of data for
meaningful conclusions.
The abundance of data, however, merits further study.
Along with the efforts to develop more adequate data must coine
further exploration and development of new concepts. This,
because any abteinpt to realt© this data by systems now coimaonly
in us© is based on the error of dealing with congeries without
recognizing them as such. A conceptual structual system is
needed to place this data in the system rather than simply
place them side by side in no apparent statistical relationship.
We have presented one conceptual system. There is an in-
dication that there is a nedd for further study to present a
system that will include all aspects and phases of phenomena
including the various types of space and time. This is tho
foundation required before we can attempt to examine correctly,
or profitably, sociocultural rhythms. We must discover which
149
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jAienomena are related without regard to physical proxlsiity.
Once we discover the integrated system, we can examine it for
possible rhytl-ims. Only then can we discover the key to
dociocultural rhythms, and only then can we predict adequately.
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BUSINESS RirXTHMS
It is, perhaps, indicative of the age we live in that so
called business "cycles" play such an important role in its
life» The satisfying life, becoming more and more dependent on
economic factors, we find ourselves trying to devise means to
discover all we should know about it. Some researchers have
discovered rhythmic pulsations In the business world. With a
knowledge of business rhythms, one would be able to plan for
the future with nore security, cushioning the fall of a reces-
sion and taking advantage of an era of prosperity. Surely, to
be able to prognosticate in a field where accuracy pays off in
dollars and cents is more advantageous than being top man in
the pyramid club.
The business rhytlrmi is but another of the sociocultural
rhythms in that it takes place only among a community of men.
It is a super-system involving many sub systems, each with its
own rhythm. These so called business "cycles" are granted a
special section because some degree of exactitude and definite
periodicity has been claimed for them. Since this is one field
In which periodicity can be examined and tested with cold
figures, we shall go into it in some detail.
In 1860, Clement Juglar definitely established the exis-
tence of wave like movements which pervade economic life within
the institutional framework of capitalistic society.
According to Bratt, the business "cycle" is "a recurrent
c
aupward and downward movement in total economic activity which In
practice, rises and falls successively to above and below normal
111
levels of production." Total economic activity moves in
"cycles" because of originating causes which keep the business
system in a continual state of unbalance, and also because of
business responses thru which the forces set up by the origi-
nating causes produce a "cycle," Th© business response to
originating causes create a self-generative "cycle" of recurrent
upward and downward mcvfiments* There is a tendency of economic
forces to seek an equilibrium. The originating, causes of busi-
ness "cycles" prevent production from taking place at balanced
levels. An ori{;^inating cause may drive production above or be-
low the balanced level but some other originating cause may
enter or drive production back to normal,
SohLimpter finds that the term "cycle" means two things:
(1) that the sequences of values of economic quantities in his-
toric times (as distinguished from theoretic time) do not dis-
play monotonic increase or decrease but (irregular) recurrence
of either those values themselves or their first or second time
derivatives, (2) These fluctuations do not occur independently
in every such time series but alv/ays display e5.th3r instanta-
112
neous or lagged associations with each other.
Ill-**'3usines3 Cyclos and Forecasting"—Elmer Bratt-Chicago 1937
Page 84
112*"The Analysis of Economic Change"—Schurapeter-" The Review
of Economic Stat ."—Vol,XVII No. 4-May 1935
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In order to understand business "cycles" wo must first of
all acquire what nay be termed historical experience of the way
In which economic life i-eacts to such disturbances and this is
one of the reasons why every conquest of past fact is of para-
mount practical import, in soiae respects of greater import than
additions to our stock of contemporaneous fact which can in-
crease our Imowledge over time only by infinitesimal steps
In many, although not in> all such time series, it is pos-
sible to divide the whole interval covered by our material into
sub-intervals such that the mef^n values of the time intervals
are raonotonically increasing or decreasing as we go along in
time or that they display occurrence only once.
Particular equilibrium exists in an Individual industry if
this industry as a whole displays no tendency either to increase
or decrease its output or to alter the combination of productive
factors it employs
•
AgF.rep:ative equilibrium exists if the sum total of receipts
of business as a wholo expressed \n current dollars equals the
sum total of costs similarly expressed and including as much
profit as will induce everybody to keep on doing what he is
actually doing,
Ceneii'al equilibrium exists if every household and every
firm in the doKialjSL under research is individually in a state of
equilibriuiTi.
He ighborhoods of equilibrium are time intorx'als in which
cc
4normal points occur in the graphs of our time series excepting
these which in that interval are deflected by a definite and
provable individual circumstance.
Growth results from changes in the economic data which
occur continuously in the sense that the Increment or decrement
per unit of time can be currently absorbed by the system without
perceptible disturbance.
The long time trend measures growth or decadence. It is a
representation of successive normal positions. In measuring
trends, the larger the number of cycles, the less the error;
but cycles must not be of a violent nature. One should start
and Include the same point of each cycle* The normal level of
©oonomic activity is reached when supply and demand are so ad-
justed that the price of commodities equals the marginal cost of
j
production including the usual competitive profit. When It goes
up» additional facilities are needed, more goods than under
normal conditions are produced. If the price goes down, the
production of less goods than normal results.
The kind of wave like movement which we call the business
I
1
"cycle" is incident to industrial change and would be impossible
in an economic world displaying nothing except unchanging re-
petition of productive and consumptive process. Industrial
change is due to the effect of
i
1-Outslde factors such as wars, revolutions, natural cata-
•trophles, institutional changes, commercial policy changes,
banking and currency legislation, habits of payment, variations
of crops due to weathei* or diseases, changes in gold production
due to change discoveries.
1
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2-Growth factors such as changes in economic data which
occur continuously in the senso that the increment or decrement
per unit of time can be currently absorbed by the system without
perceptible disturbance, increase in population,
3-Innovations such as changes in production functions which
cannot be decomposed into infinitesimal steps
•
If there be a purely economic cycle at all, it can only
come from the way in which new things are inserted into the
economic process and absorbed by it. The cycle seems to be the
statistical and historical form in which what is usually refei»re4
to as "economic progress" comes about. Innovations cluster at
certain times and are not distributed in a continuous way* The
reason for this is that as soon as the various kinds of social
resistance to something that is fundamentally new and untried
have been overcome, it is much easier not only to do the same
thing again but also to do similar things in different directioni
80 that a first success will always produce a cluster. The
motor oar industry is an example of this.
There are systematic series including physical volume of
production, price levels, interest rates, unemployment, pig
iron consumption.
There are "individual aeries" such as prices and quantities
1
of individual commodities which requires knowledge of the par-
ticular conditions in that branch of industry, its lags, fric-
tions, inertias, random influences to which it is exposed, its
active or passive role In any given cycle. As the outside
factors impinge upon some phase of a process consisting of a
cc
number of superimposed wave like movements and as every one of
these movement! in Itself Impinges upon a particular phase of
Bome other movement underlying it, so all of this impinges on a
particular resonator in the case of every individual Industry
or firm, which responds according to its own structure >
113
THE LONG WAVES IN ECONOMIC LIFE
There are three long wave cycles in the movement of the
wholesale price level since the end of the 1780»s. The waves
are not of the same length, their duration varying between 47
and 60 years.
Although it may be impossible to fit exactly upon the years
that marked the turnign points of the long cycles and although
the method according to which the statistical data have been
analyzed permits and error of 5-7 years in the determination of
the years of <such turnings, the long waves are international
•
During the rise of long waves, years of prosperity are
more numerous, whereas years of depression predominate during
the downswing. During the recession of long waves, and es-
pecially large number of important discoveries and inventions
in the technique of product icn and communication are made,
irhioh, however, are usually applied on a large scale only at the
beginning of the next long upswing.
PllS-The material on long waves is derived from the article on
pages 105-115 in "the Review of Economic Statistics" by Nikolai
Konoratleff as translated by W.P. Stolper—Vol. XVII-Nov. 1935
cc
At the beglnlng of a long upswing, gold production in-
creases, as a rule, and the world market (for goods) is general-
ly enlarged by the assimilation of new and especially of
colonial countries. It is during the period of the rise of the
long waves, i.e. duririg the period of high tension in the
expansion of economic factors, that as a rule the most dis-
astorous wars and revoluticna seem to occur.
Although the relevant data on the long "cycles" cover only
140 years and coiiipriaes only two and a half "cycles", it seems
sufficient to establish the existence of long waves albeit
it is not enough to a^fert beyond doubt the "cyclical" charac-
ter to be very probable. Konaratieff offers the following
•xplanatioos
:
1-L^ng waves lack regularity which business "cycles"
usually display. A strict periodicity in social and
economic rhythms does not exist at ail-neither in long
or intermediate waves. The latter fluctuates between
7 and 11 years or 5^. The long cycles fluctuate from
48 to 60 years or 2d%»
2-There is less regularity in long waves. Long waves are
an international phenomenon as are intermediate waves.
S-Long waves are caused by causal extra-economic circum-
stances and events while intermediate ones are condition-
ed by causes within the capitalistic system.
The weaknesses here, maintains Konoratieff, lies in the
fact that in some cases causal connections are reversed so that
the consequence is called the cause and an occurence is labled
an accident aven though we have a law governing the event.
Some of the so called external causes are:
1-Changes in teclinique. '^'his is a very potent force.
cc
The creative element is not to be denied, but It would
be an error to assume the direction and intensity of thos«
discoveries and inventions were entirely accidental. It
is much more likely that they are the results of the nece-
ssities of real life# Another argument to show that
inventions and discoveries are intimately tied up with
needs of practical life is given by the numerous cases in
which the same inventions and discoveries are made at the
same time at different places and entirely independent
of one another. Scientific and technical inventions can
and do remain Ineffective so long as the economic condit-
ions favorable to their ap^^'licat ions are absent. The
s c lent ific-teclinical inventions of the 17th and 18th
centuries were used on a large scale only during the
industrial revolution at the close of the 13th century.
In view of this, the assumption that changes of teclinique
are of random character and do not spring from economic
necessity loses much of its weight.
2-Wars and revolutions influence the course of economic
development. They do not come out of a clear sky or
are they caused by arbitrary acts of individual person-
alities, it seems that wars originate in the acceler-
ation of the pace and the increased tension of economic
life, in the heightened economic struggle for markets
and raw materials and that social shocks happen most
easily under pressure of new economic waves but, perhaps,
rather one of their symptoms. Once they occur, they
exercise a potent influence on the pace and direction
of economic forces and dynamics.
3-Opening up of new countries for the world economic
sphere. Neither can this be considered an outside
factor. New regions are opened for commerce during
those periods in which the desire of old countries
for new markets and new aources for raw materials
becomes more urgent than heretofore. The United
States had been known long before it became entangled
in the world economy on a major scale in the 19th
century. Likewise Argentina, Canada, New Zealand and
Australia were discovered before the 19th century
although they became entwined in world economy in the
late 1890' s. The opening of new countries does not
provoke the upswing of the long wave. On the contrary,
a new upswing makes the exploitation of new countries,
new markets and new sources of raw materials necessary
and possible in that it stimulates the acceleration of
the pace of capitalistic economic development.
4-The discovery of new gold mines and the resultant in-
crease of gold production leads ultimately to a rise
c
in prices. Discovery and production of gold Is not en-
tirely accidental, Tho intensity of exploring depends
on more general causes • Also, the cost of gold pro-
duction may prohibit its production. .when there is an
unfavorable balance between cost of production and profit.
V/hen corn .odity prices are high, gold production is cur-
tailed. V/hen the price level is low and gold has a high
purchasing power, then gold prodiiction can be resumed at
a profit. Hence the stimulus to further increase gold
production becomes stronger and the further the long wave
declines, Wh-n the relationship between the loss af
production of gold and its value is unfavorable, the need
for technical improvement in gold mining and discovery
of new mines becomes urgent and thus stimulates research
in the field. There is, of course, a time lag until
this urgent necessity leads to positive success. Gold
discoveries and technical improvements in gold mining
will reach their peak only when the long wave has already
passed its peak, i.e. perhaps in tne middle of the down-
ward swing. In the period after tho 1670 's (start of
the decline of the second long wave) gold discoveries
were made in Alaska (1881), Transvaal (1884), West Austral!
(1887), Colorado (1890), Mexico (1894) and the Klondike
(1896). Inventions in gold mining techniques such as |
treatment of ore were also made during the 1380»s. There-
fore, gold production even though its increase can be
a condition for an advancement in commodity prices and
for a general upswing in economic activity, is yet sub-
ordinated to the rhythm of the long waves and consequently
cannot be regarded as a cause and random factors that
bring about these movements from the outside. 'Therefore,
on the basis of available data, tho existence of long
waves of cyclical character is probable. The effect of
these long waves can be found in all the principle fields
of social and economic life. Konoratieff feels they arise
out of causes which are inlierent in the essence of capital-
istic economy.
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CASE STUDY OF A BUSINESS "CYCLE"
Let us examine at close range, the business "cycle". We
Shall start with the revival, watch it grow in momentum, pro-
114-"Business Cycles"- W. C. Mitchell
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duce proapority, see prosperity lead to crisis, crisis to de-
pressions and finally back to revival.
In the period of depression prices are low, cost of pro-
duction la reduced, profit margins are narrow, bank reserves
ample, capitalizing ventures are conservative • In the begin-
ings of depression, the stores have an ample supply of stock
held over from period of prosperity. Families also have
liberal supplies of clothing, household equipment and furnish-
ings from the period of prosperity. They bpy little except
perishable goods, food and transportation. After a while, semi
durable goods begin to wear out and need to be replaced.
Slowly the merchants begin to restock. This slight increase
In business leads to a confidence in the future-more orders
and more work for employees, more pay and more purchasing
power, •^ometimes this movement is accelerated or retarded by
political uncertainties or good harvests. The new orders
require breaking in new hands and new equipment, starting
new machinery which involves additional expense. I'he rise
is expected, buyers anxious to secure or contract large
supplies while prices are still low and reap a profit when
prices do rise, rush their orJers in at the first sign of
an upward trend, '^his causes the rise of prices to spread
rapidly, for every rise in prices puts pressure upon someone
to recoup himself by making compensatory advance in the prices
of what he has to sell, ^he rise in prices is uneven. 'Aie
retail lags behind the wholesale, which lags behind the pro-
e
dvv.;er3 which is behind the raw material price. Wages rise in
less degree than wholesale • Interest rates move more slowly.
Stock prices precede and exceed rise of commodity prices. The
cause for divergence lies in the differences of organization
among markets §or commodities, labor, loans and securities.
This results in large profits , for while prices of raw materials
wholesale goods, price of bank loans often rise faster than
selling prices, the cost of labor lags behind and prices of
overhead (rent and salaries) are frozen for a time by old
agreements . This increases profits combined with the prevalence
of business optimism leads to a marked expansion of investments*
The new orders for machinery, construction, etc* which results,
awall still further the physical volume of trade and business
and drive prices upward. Every price advance furnishes an
incentive to fresh boosts. Growth of trade helps spread
optimi£ii and raise prices while optirrdsm and rising prices
support each other and stimulate the grov;th of trade; these,
in turn swell profits and encourage investments which augment
trade justifying optimlara and rising prices.
Soon operatin^r costs rise. Labor contracts, leases are
readjusted to higher rates. Equipment which is old, plants
which are badly located are pressed into use at high operating
costs. Overtime raises labor costs and also results in decrease
in labor efficiency because of weariness. When jobs are more
than the men to fill them, che desire to work at maximum
efficiency is lowered, it also brings about employment of
4
*'vuKiesii*ables" • Numercua small wastes incident co business
creep up when managers are hurried by the press of orders
demanding prompt delivery.
The Investment market tightens up as the demand for
money grows. There is a limit to the supply of money banks
hold for investment, ^he amount of money in circulation is
of such volume that the cash left in the banks increases
slowly. The interest rates are high, discouraging investment*
The money borrowed at high rates bids up, still higher, the
prices of commodities without producing corresponding increase
In the physical volume of things men can consume. The difficul-^
ty of finding finance for new projects places a check in the
progress of tool and machinery producing industries. The
equipment trades which provide machines precedes the demand
for finished products. It also suffers before the actual
decline of demand for those finished products because of the
capacity of existing facilities seems to fill the needs without
requiring new machinery, ^nd the old machines, having been
replaced by new ones, there is no need for additional equip-
ment. Steel mills, foundries, copper smelters, quarries,
lumber mills, construction mills find orders for future
deliveries falling off.
Meanwhile prices must be continuall raised to offset the
encroachment of costs upon profits; to cancel advancing rates
of interests; and to keep producers willing to contract for
fresh industrial equipment. But it is Impossible to keep

prices ^Ising foran Indefinite time. The stops are:
1-Prices become so high, some people are priced out of
the market and profits are reduced. This dissolves con-
fidence in the security of credits.
2-Certain lines have their selling prices set by law,
public comrnisolons , contract or business policy.
^-Certain lines are dependent on the chance of crop harvest
4-Certain lines have acquired new equipment which has in-
creased the capacity for production faster than the
demand for their wares has expanded under tiie repress
-
.Uig influence of hi^'h prices.
5-Prices are raised all along the line and tend to aqueeae
certain enterprises who are working on small tnargins.
At the height of prosperity, the majority of businesses
are making money more than a't any other stage of the "cycle".
But an ii^portant minority face the prospect of declining profit.
Decline of profit increases anxiety of creditors who begin to
refuse renewals of old loans to enterprises which cannot stave
off a decline of profits, and to press for a settlement of
outstanding accounts. The liquidation of huge credits extends
rapidly because most enterprises which are called upon to
settle their obligations -in turn-put similar pressure on their
debtors . News of this leaks out and other* creditors take alarm.
Instead of pushing sales, most businesses are just concerned
with remaining solvent, tiie volume of new business falls off
and reenforces the gloomy prospects of loss of profits. Expan-
sion gives way to contraction. Securities and commodities fall
off in price.
When the process of liquidation reaches a weak link and
e
a^ia re^r.-lts in the banlcruptcy of soms conspicuous concern-
irrational alarm spreads among the business public. Banks
are suddenly forced to meet a double strain-increase in the
demand for loans and an increase in the demand for repayment
of deposits. If the bank is able to meet both demands with-
out flinching, the alarm subsides. But if many of the solvent
men are refused loans and an Increasing number of depositors
are refused full payment, the alarm turns to panic. This gives
rise to a premium of currency, and results in hoarding of cash,
interest rates go still higher and force more bankruptcies.
Workmen, are discharged because employers cannot get money for
payrolls or fear lest they cannot collect for goods when deliverf
•ed. Stocks fall to new lows, prices fall and the volume of
business is violently contracted. There are spasmodic attempts
to reopen business; to fill orders received during periods of
prosperity and not completely filled. But these enterprises
oloaa when new orders are not forthcoming. Depression spreads
over the whole field of business when wage earners are unemploy-
ad, savings are used up and consumer demands are down. Cut-
backs result all along the line. Construction lines are hard
hit because few new businesses are started. The contraction
in physical volume of business is cumulative since every re-
duction of employment causes a reduction in consumer demand
and every decline in consmner demand depresses current business
demand and discourages investment -thereby causing further
discharges of employees and reducing consumer demand once more.
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P-^'ces begin to fall all along the line to retain what business
still remains. Wholesale prices fall faster than retail
prices, producers' goods faster than wholesale, raw materials
still faster. Discouragement of the prospect of future profits
checks enterprise*
However, the operating costs of doing business are reduced
by the rapid fall in prices of raw materials, bank loans, in-
crease in efficiency of labor anxious to hold jobs, closer
•oonomy on the part of managers, reduction In rentals, charg-
ing off bad checks, etc. While these reductions of costs are
still beins made, the demand for goods ceases to shrink and
begins slowly to expand-a change which usually takes place
after one or two years of depression. Accumulated stocks left
over from prosperity are gradually exhausted and current con-
sumption requires present production. Clothing, furniture,
machinery and other moderately durable goods which have been
used as long as possible are finally replaced. Populations
continue to increase- new mouths to feed, and backs to be cloth-
ed. New tastes call for novel products. Low interest rates
encourage loans, investors are less timid with money to invest
at bargain prices, contracts can be let on favorable conditions.
There is a cumulative increase in volume of trade. The con-
tinued lowering of prices keeps the rise of profits from in-
creasing and moving too rapidly, but prospects become brighter.
Old debts have been paid off, weak enterprises have been wiped
oat« The rise may be given added impetus by some circumstance.
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or may continue to rise gradually until orders are of sufficient;
volume to raise prices. Thus we are back to tne original start-
ing point of the "cycle".
SO^iS PURPORTED CAUSES OF BUSINESS"CYCLES"
There are large areas of differences ai.ions the various
economists in regard to the causes of business "cycles". In
the main, these theories fall into two classes:
1-Forced oscillations
2-Free oscillations
The former, forced oscillations, refer to rhythms caused
by forces entering from outside the economic envtron. The
free oscillation refers to rhythms caused by erratic snocks
from within the economic mechanism relatively free from the
outside control. The summation of random causes generate a
cyclical series which tend to imitate for a number of "cycles",
a harmonic series of a relatively small sine curves.
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Fisher Indicates that any unbalance raay cause cyclical
tendencies, i^isequilbrium of any factor may start up oscilla-
tion in many or all of the others. Any temporary deviation
from balance causes a tendency to return tc the point of
equilbrium and pass beyond it with subsequent swings back
and forth.
It is not possible here to give full discursive treat-
ment to all theories regarding the cause of business "cycles".
115-" Booms and Depressions" -Irving Fisher-Adelphi Co. 1932
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The range, as one niay well imagine, runs the gamut from simple
exlanations to full theses that tax the Imagination without
fruitful results. Here we shall content ourselves with a
discussion of some of the views that have gained a measure
of reoognition,
THE FUNCTION OF A CAPITALISTIC ECONO?^Y
This view, held by many, finds a causal factor existing
within the capitalistic economy. Maladjustments in the
distribution of income result in underconsumption and over-
saving. Round about, time consuming, technological processes
cause uncertainties and errors in judgement in the. planning
of producers' goods. More producers' goods are purchased
than the sale of consumers' goods warrant. These mala just
-
ments in quantity and type of consumer goods are due to in-
ventions, discoveries and technological innovations. This
disrupts economic aqtullibrium together with the changes in
consumer demands.
BUSINESS Rl-irrHMS AS THE FUNCTION OF TEE COMPETITIVE
EXCHANGE SCOI^OMY
116
Tnis view, held by Thuasig, Pigou, :md Mitchell finds
the causal factor in an interdependence of groups. Each group
is dependent upon the next for markets . "^hen one makes an
error in judgement (overstocking) It sffects many others.
116-"Busine33 Cycles"—Mitchell-National Bureau of Economic
Research-1927
^
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OUTSIDE CAUSAL FACTORS
WARS-^-The coMSumption of war goods ccmes about tiirough des-
truction rather than consumed in the usual method of consump-
tion for long terra use. The rapid usage of goods neccesitates
that war be financed by inflation, A scarcity arises because
production is restricted to armament with the result that
consumer demands and needs are neglected. This demand is
built up and filled after the war with the resultant unbalance
of equilibrium. After a war, there is usually agricultural
overproduction resulting in lower farm income. Other goods
prices rise with the rising demand. People turn money into
goods. This causes prices to go still higher. Debts pile
up for it is profitable to owe money during inflationary
periods. With the purchasing power of the dollar contantly
declining, the original debt can be paid in cheaper dollars.
BUSIl'JESS COHIDITIONS IM FOREIGN COINTRIES If other countries
were experiencing a depression while we were in prosperity
then it would curtail our exports. With conditions reversed,
an increase in our exports would help us back to prosperity.
As foriegn countries industrialized, the prices of products
would be lowered and therefore an unbalance in the same
industries in this country. The tariff is used as a stopgap
device but it is of no aid if the iiidustry has a large
export balance
•
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ITHE WEATHER—This view, held bv Jevons and Moore indicates
the weather creates variations in crop yields and havoc
wrought by floods and earthquakes, A large crop yield makes
lower prices which result in lowered costs for industrial
concerns. I'his, in turn, increases profits for Industry which
encourages expansion. There is an opposite effect when tlie
yeild is small. Of course, when the yield is large and
prices are driven down, the purchasing power of the farmer
is low. But this is not enough to offset the stimulation
of lowered industry costs. Crop yields of foriegn countries
also effect us via exports.
COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION OF i:iVENTIOxNS A^ID DISCOVERIES- -of
new or improved processes and of new goods, causes a shift
in the favorable place of production and displaces labor.
INTERNAL FORCES
Originating causes do not create business "cycles" but
business "cycle" would not exist without them. They throw
product ionoff balance. The causes are called originating
because they are not generated v^ithin the round of the "cycle"
itself. The business responses to these causes, transmit the
unbalance set up by causes and carry it thryi "cyclical" gyra-
tions.
There are forces which tend to turn business down down
as activity rises while other forces tend to turn it up.
The same thin^j occurs when business activity is down, ''•'he
I

The forces which tend to drive business on in the direction
in which it is going is called the self-reenfore ing fprces.
The forces which tend to turn It i:i an opposite direction
are called tne self"limit ing forces. At the start of an
incline the self limiting forces are weak.
SELF-LI?«1ITING FORCES
1-Stocks of manufactured comnoditles are piled to the
capacity of storage space. Prices are on the rise.
That 7/hlch is bought today will demand a hi^^her price
tomorrow, (In a depression the shelves are Icept clean
because of falling prices). In early stages of recovery
there is adequate storage space, but later on, this is
is filled.
2-Variable costs rise faster th^n prices. Wages, over-
head, etc. \
'I3-Inefficient organizations feel the pinch of rising
costs. Failures influence psycholo£;ical attitudes
of business men.
4-Excessive production of durable goods acts as a
liiniting force in the latter part of the phase of
decline. Producers goods made to manufacture commoditi
which cannot be marketed profitably. As soon as the
market for durable goods weakens, demand for new
machinery to produce these aurable goods is down to
zero, ihis results in unemployment.
5-As workers become more fully employed, they become
less efficient.
BUSINESS RESPONSES DURING THE PHASE OF DECLIJJE
Self limiting force:
1-Stocks of manufactured comiiodities are used up*
Natural resources keep piling up , driving prices
down, but manufactured goods are used up,
2-Purchaaes of short lived consumers froods show
slight reductions in phase of decline; iie.
necessities
.
4t
3«Population contiaues to grow with increased demands,
4-Favorable financial market. People on salaried
income save money— invest.
5-Growth of reserve of investment requirements due
to depreciation and obsolescence.
6-Increase in efficiency of labor, fighting to hold
jobs
.
7-Reduction of variable costs.
8-Reduction of overhead costs.
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THTTsryigPfl WHO EAVE DKALIT WIlTHfiHYTHMIg OOgGEPTS
EmptdooloB-
Htrbtrt Sp«no«r
Babylonian rhythm
J •Jaans
Maohlavalli
Camptnalla
David Hum*
St. Simon
r.M,Fouri«r
G .Tarde
J ,L «Low«0
W.Deonna
F.P.Chamhtrs
A. Kidgel
Charlts Ballook
V.Parato
- Strife and Lot«, PiSBolution and unlf-
oation
,
Integration and diesolation.
Conoentration of an^rgy into mattrial
things
Bttrnal reoarranoe of the dastruotion
and raoresation of tha world.
Prograseion of all stare from low den-
sity to high and from high luminosity
to low,
Oraar-disordar
.
Baligion-athaism
.
PrograsB and deolina of soianoa.
Critical and organio pariod Id sooio-
oultural process,
Anarohy-onity (22 years oyole ) ,
Analytical and synthesizing periods
in history of science and philosophy.
Domination of custom then fashion-
convention.
Contention-revolt in literature and
poetry.
Real ism- idealism in art,
Hon aesthetic-aesthetic estimation of
beauty and fine arts
,
Art: Gothic-Greek, Cubi st-organic
,
Idealism-naturalism,
Kagnifio lance, excessive spending,
collapse and debacle in early king-
doms
.
Conoentration of wealth-its more
equal distribution.
c
H .Sptnoer
6, Mosoa
A.J. Toynb«e
0 .Spengltr
Adam Ftrgason
Brooks Adams
li .Wtbtr
K.Jotl
G .Tardt
C .Galgnsbert
W .Ogbarn
H.Mayred0r
Soynb«e-
V.Hago
C .Lalo
Expansion-oontractlon of g0T*t. oontrol
Libtratlon-oonstraint in reTolution,
Domination of the speoulatora-rentiers
.
Growth and deollne of civilization.
Four phases of existence of nation or
oulture; childhood, youth, maturity.
Old age
•
Progress of society; rude, barbarian,
polished and then decline
.
Civilization fluctuates between;
urban oentralissation and disorganized
decentralization
.
Domination of technical (materialistic)
spiritual religous, ehtical phase in
history of civilization.
Rhythm of binding and loosening.
Life history of social value-invention-
imitation-oppoBition
.
In beliefs: Inolihe-plateau-deoline
Social institutions-appearanoe
,
growth,
decline
.
Social moTements; 1- ideological phase
^-organizational phase
3-power phase
.
three phase rhythm of decline of civ-
ilization* breakdown, disintegration,
dissolution
.
Art and culture passes through:
arohetectural, plastic, and pictorial
phases
Literature; lyrical-epical-dramatic
.
Music ; pre-clasBical-clasBical-post
classical
.
f
Ibn Abi Watil
Confaolas
Joaohlm de Flor«
A, Comt«
H«g«l
C, LoomlB
Ibn Khaldan
G. Farrari
K.« Mawae
H«nry Adams
Varro
F. Cornelias
Polybias
Pitrim Sorokin
Society: Age of Oods-Heroes-men
,
Age of prophet or saint-age of oallphat^-
age of antl- Christ.
Disorderly stage- The small tranquility
stage of great similarity.
Before the law- under the law (old Test-
ament) under the new Gospel-Reign of
Holy Splrlt-I^nlfestatlon of God.
History and Individual passes through
these stages; theological, metaphg8loal||,
and positive. Theological, Fetlshlstlel,
polytheistic, ivlonothelstlo
,
Absolute Idea (thesis) -nature (anti-
thesis )-AbB0late spirit (synthesis).
Class struggle eyole : Suooesslon of cycles
In general movement toward a determlnailt
goal
.
Phases Inllfe process of a peasant
farmer and family.
Four generation rhythm Inllfe history
of aristocracy, nobility and emflres.
Four generation rhythms
.
Bach 111 year period of comparative war
consists of four phases-si .ilaritj and
period of war.
Four phase theory of man's evolution.
Five phases of human life.
Five phases of each culture.
Cycle of folltloal r glraes-Vonarchy-
tyranny-arlstworacy-ollgarchy-demoorGcy-
mob rule
.
Ideatlonal-ldeallstic-sensate forms of
culture
,

Plato
Aristotl*
Kloolaas Casanus
Sir Isaac lawton
Fr«ldrloh Matzohe
Jadalsm
Ptolamy
Luoratlas
TlioioaB Aquinas
Benlo«w
A. Qaatalat
A ,L .Eroabak
W .Lippman
A ,Lor«nz
E .voiaMtallar
G ,Parrari
EJBurkhaim
F .fonniaa
Tha Annas Magnue-tht attrnal return of
of things
,
Phasas of goTamment-Ariatooraoy.Timo-
oraoy, Oligarohy, Damooraoy, Ty rannj.
?liaB98 of govarnmant,
1700 yaar pariodloity In human history,
360 yaar periodicity
,
Thaory of "the eternal return"
Cycle of the number seven.
Cycles based on peridioity of heavenly
bodies
.
Theory of eternal return of things,
Osoillatlons of stars cause social
events
,
Eistorioal Periodioity-Goodness-beauty
.
Duration of a nation is 1461 years.
Irregular rhythr^ in the change of
fashions of dress.
An alteration of the dominat;ion of the
Republican parties in the U S,-8yr.
Republioan, 4 yr. Democrats I
Generational periods of important
musicians
Generational periods of important
(Jarman writers
,
Four generation periodicity.
24 hr, cycle in the movement of death
and suicides.
"Gemeinshaft-Geselshaft" cycle of
society.

H.L, Sims
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Qaetelt
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A, Wagn«r
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Krose
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Millard
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Justin
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" "
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Four year cyole in the lires of great
men.
Five year oyole of number of births
of prominent men of lette s in France
16-16 year cycles in politioallife
,
W ,B .Jevons
H.S .Jevons
W.17 .Shaw
E 3ruokner
CYCI£S

H,H, Clayton
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E .Hnntington
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J .Sehaiapeter
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E , B. Wilson
H. Kondratieff
S ,de%oif
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A,S , Hansen
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